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INTRODUCTION
For reclamation projects and alsofor normal agriculture, drainage isa very important
subject: wherever the groundwater table isnaturally high or high by reason of irrigation, successful agriculture isonlypossibleif a drainage system isinstalled. One of the
factors which determines the spacing of such a drainage system is the hydraulic
conductivity of the soil; in many formulas the drain-spacing is reckoned as being
proportional to the root of the hydraulic conductivity. Accordingly more knowledge
about the hydraulic conductivity of agricultural soils is of major interest for the
science of land reclamation and improvement. It is the aim of this study to give a
contribution tothissubject.
The hydraulic conductivity of a soildepends onthe number and sizeof the pores. Two
kindsof porescanbe distinguished:
i. When the soil particles of which the soil consists are in one-grain structure, the
particles do not quite fit together and there are pores left between them (primary
pores). The size of these pores will depend on the size of the particles and thus on
the texture of the soil.The bigger the particles are, the larger will be the size of
the pores and consequently the higher will be the hydraulic conductivity. So
in one grain structured soils there is a relation between texture and hydraulic
conductivity.
2. However, it is also possible that the particles are in an aggregated form between
which secondary pores exist orin other words 'structure pores'. In these soils there
does not need to be a correlation between the size of the grains and the size of the
pores. On the contrary, the largest structure pores exist mostly in clay soils which
consist of very small particles. So in soils with structure pores a correlation between texture andhydraulic conductivity isnot tobe expected.
For hydraulic problems and especially problems of drainage, the deeper layers
which lie under the ground water table, are the most important. In sandy soils, such
layers are usually in one grain structure, and it can therefore be expected that a
relationship existsbetween the hydraulic conductivity of thoselayers and the fineness
of the sand. This is important because the evaluation of soil texture is often easier
than that of hydraulic conductivity, and it would be very useful in practice, if an
estimation of the hydraulic conductivity could be derived from the texture. Because
of this, many investigators studied the relationship between the fineness of the sand
and its transmission capacity for water. They succeeded to set up formulas by which
the hydraulic conductivity could be calculated when the texture is known. These
studies dealt mostlywith puresandysoilsorwith sandysoilswith suchalowclay content that it isnot supposed toinfluence the hydraulic conductivity.
Up till now, the influence of the clay content on the hydraulic conductivity has
not been properly explored, in spite of the fact that most sandy soilscontain a certain
amount of clay. It is easy to see that the clay content influences the hydraulic conductivity of the soil. The clay particles are deposited in the pores between the sand

particles,they block more orlesstheseporesand thus reduce effectively the hydraulic
conductivity. Besides depending on the quantity of clay, the magnitude of this
reduction will depend on the fineness of the sand, the way the clay particles are
distributed in the sand and on the type of clay mineral. It is the aim of this work to
study the influence of these clay particles under different circumstances on the hydraulicconductivity ofsands.
Hydraulic conductivity measurements are carried out on 'disturbed' and 'undisturbed' samples in thelaboratory and by different field methods. The most valuable
conductivity measurements are obtained by field methods and those field measurements consequentlyform a basis against which all other results should be examined.
Thereare,however,anumber of reasons for including other methods of conductivity
measurements in this study. In the first place field determinations are often more
elaborate than laboratory ones. Therefore it is important to investigate if and in
which cases laboratory measurements yield the same values for the hydraulic conductivity asfieldmeasurements.
A second, and even more important reason for laboratory measurements is that
the influence of certain factors, such as the addition of successive increments of clay
to sandy soils and the way the clay is distributed in the soil, can be studied the best
on artificial samples. For this reason the basis of this research is carried out in the
laboratory onartificial mixtures.
In the third place, certain combinations of sand-fineness and clay content are not
often met with in the field (at least not in layers sufficiently thick for investigations).
As there is a certain correlation between the hydraulic conductivity of artificial
mixtures and the hydraulic conductivity of natural soils, it might be possible to use
laboratory results to extend the picture obtained from the field determinations and
thus to arrive at a generalidea oftheinfluence ofthe claycontent onthe permeability
ofsandysoils.
It will appear from this study, that the influence of the clay content will depend,
among other things, on the nature of the clay and the wayit isdistributed in the soil.
In different sediments these factors will differ and for that reason the results of this
investigation are, strictly speaking, only valid for the sediments with which the investigation took place: the marine sediments of the Zuiderzeepolders in the Netherlands. This does not alter the fact that the results obtained from this research can
contribute to a better understanding of the hydraulic conductivity problems of
other soils.

I. G E N E R A L R E M A R K S ON H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y A N D ON
T H E METHODS FOR ITS D E T E R M I N A T I O N

T H E MOVEMENT OF WATER IN THE SOIL

Water movement occurs both in saturated and unsaturated soils,but since this study
isprimarily concernedwith problemsof drainage, inwhich saturated layers are naturally the most important, the discussion of the water movement will be confined to
such circumstances.
Certain driving forces of various kinds act on soil water: gravitational and adsorptiveforcesandpressureandosmoticgradient forces.In saturated soils,the osmotic
gradient and adsorptive forces normally do not play a r61e in water movement
because they either tend to balance each other or the movement of water caused by
them isnegligible; and it is therefore only necessary to consider the gravitational and
pressure gradient forces. In principle, accompanying forces of acceleration and deceleration should also be considered but the velocity of the water movement in the soil
issosmall that these forces of inertia arerelatively insignificant and canbe neglected.
Thewatermovement inthesoilcausedbygravitationalforce and pressure gradient
force can be considered from one point of view by the introduction of the term
'potential'. This is the energy possessed per unit volume in a certain position with
reference to the energy of this unit volume at a certain hypothetical level and at
atmospheric pressure. If one neglects the adsorptive and the osmotic gradient
potentials and the kinetic energy the total potential of a water unit volume willbe the
net sum ofthe gravitational and pressure gradient potentials.
The potential energy of a unit volume of water, with the mass p,is p gzwhere z is
the vertical distance to the horizontal reference level. This potential is given in
erg/cm3 in the c.g.s. units. If the pressure in a certain position is p (dynes/cm2) in the
c.g.s.units, then thepressure gradient potential of the unit volume islikewisep,but is
nowgivenin erg/cm3 (dyne/cm2 = erg/cm3).The total potential <pisthus:
P
P gz + p = P g (z + —-) = p gH
Pg
where Hrepresents theheight ofthepiezometriclevelabove thereference level.
Soil moisture moves when the total potential in one place is greater than in
another. The movement of water depends on the potential gradient in the direction
of flow:
—

89
8H
=
Pg
8S ~~
8S~'

8H
isideration.
where S designates the direction of flow for thepoint inconsideration.
—— is the pie8S
zometricgradient whichdeterminesthe movement of water.

D A R C Y SL A W A N D THE CONCEPTOF 'CONDUCTIVITY'

The relationship between thewater movement in the soiland thepiezometric gradient
isgivenbyDarcy'slaw.Thislawisanalogoustothat of HAGEN-POISEUILLEwhichdeals
with the flow of liquids through capillary tubes. HAGEN (1839) and POISEUILLE (1846)
showed that in the case of laminar flow, the quantity of liquid Q, passing through a
narrow tube per unit time, is directly proportional to the piezometric or hydraulic
gradient (1),the fourth power of the radius of the tube (r),and inversely proportional
to the dynamic viscosity of the liquid (,). At the same time, the water density and
the acceleration due to gravity are alsoincluded in the formula (allterms in the ce s
units):
's' '
Q=

1 -rn
8
_ Insuch acapillary tubethe dischargeisthusproportional tothehydraulic gradient
1. Also,m the case ofsoilporeshaving cross-sections which are other than circular the
discharge in a laminar flow is proportional to the piezometric gradient The pores in
the soil could be considered as a composite of capillaries of various shapes and cross
sections. Therefore, as long as the flow velocities are small enough for the forces of
inertia tobenegligible,it isto beexpected that thisproportionality between discharge
and piezometnc gradient is still valid in the soil; a concept, first stated by DUPUIT
af
P r C a l l y e X i 3 t S m t h e SOil W a s
S r c 0*6)
experimentally verified by
Further, in a homogeneous soil, the discharge is proportional to the cross section of
the soil profile. In analogy with Poiseuille's law, the following formula applies to the
water movement insoils:
Q = — i F multiplied by a coefficient which depends on the size, number and
shape of the pores, and which thus characterises the pore geometry and obviously
represents the term r*£ in Poiseuille'slaw.This coefficient represents the magnitude
of the permeability of thesoilandisusually designated as K'
Besides depending on the type of the soilmaterial, the discharge depends (accord
xng to this formula) on the density and viscosity of the liquid flowing"hroth "
However, as m soil research the liquid in question is water which shows little tem' perature variation, the viscosity and the density, and thus the term - ^ will nearly
always have the same value. Therefore, in most cases, this term is not mentioned
separately in the formula but is included in the coefficient denoting the properties of
the soil porous material; the term ^ K< is usually designated as K. Accordingly,
thesimpleformula

Q = Ki F

isreached; the formula originallygivenby Darcy.

With a unit cross section and with a hydraulic gradient = i, the proportionality
factor isequaltothedischarge,sothat thefactor K issimplycalledthe 'permeability'.
This factor thus characterizes the geometry of the porous medium, but in addition to
this, it depends on the properties of the liquid involved. At first, this last concept was
not clearly understood, because some investigators got the impression that for instance Darcy himself and Slichter (1899),have had inmind this proportionality factor
as simply a property of the geometry of the medium. Therefore in the older literature
(and also in some of the more recent literature, see chapter III) some confusion may
be found regarding this factor. However, this confusion has been brought to an end
by the work of RICHARDS (1952) and the 'Subcommittee on permeability and infiltration, Committee in Terminology, Soil Science of America', in which he acted as
chairman.
Reasoning by the analogy between OHM'S law for the flow of electricity in metals
- inwhich case the proportionality factor isreferred to as the electrical conductivity and DARCY'S law, the committee suggested that the ambiguous word permeability
should be avoided and that the proportionality factor of DARCY'S formula should be
termed 'hydraulic conductivity'. The term 'intrinsic permeability' is to be applied to
the factor K' which, as mentioned before, refers only to the structure of the porous
medium. In this study, the terminology suggested by the committee is adopted and
DARCY'S proportionality factor is expressed as 'hydraulic conductivity', often abbreviated to'conductivity'.
The hydraulic conductivity (K) thus depends on the viscosity and density of the
fluid medium, in this case water. Here, the density (with the exceptional case of very
saline soils,the problem of which isbeyond the scope of this study) isfairly constant,
but the viscosity depends to some degree on temperature. However, in the deeper
layers of the soil, the temperature assumes a fairly constant character, so that this
dependency of viscosity on temperature isnot a serious drawback. In the laboratory,
however,temperature variations are larger. Because of this,workers in soil research
have tended tostandard'zethe hydraulic conductivity totheaveragesoiltemperature.
In the Netherlands, this average soil temperature is io°C, and so the values of hyhydraulic conductivity given in the coming chapters are standardized to this temperature, but in other countries other temperatures may be used. The following table
gives a list of the viscosity - to which the hydraulic conductivity isinversely proportional-at different temperatures.
TABLE 1. Viscosity of water for different temperatures
Temperature
(in C°)

Dynamic viscosity
(in poise)

5
10
15
20
25

0.015
0.013
0.011
0.01O
0.009

The valuesoftheintrinsicpermeability areusuallygiveninthec.g.s.units. Sometimes
these units arealsoapplied to thehydraulicconductivity. In this case the relationship
pg
between the two terms takes the expression K = — K'. Apart from the difference
of nomenclature, the dimensions of the two terms are also different; K' has the
dimension ofL 2and K hasthat of LT - 1 .
Values of the hydraulic conductivity, however, are more often given in cm/hour,
in inches/hour or in metres/day than in the c.g.s. units, and in this study hydraulic
conductivity is given in terms of metres/day. A comparison of the different values is
givenin thefollowing table:
TABLE 2. Intrinsic permeability and hydraulic conductivity in different units
Intrinsic
permeability

Hydraulic conductivity at 10°G
m/d

cm/hr

inch/hr

cm/sec

cm 2

1
0.24
0.61
864
6.5 x 10'

4.17
1
2.54
3600
2.7 x 108

1.64
0.39
1
1420
1.1 x 108

1.2 X 10- 3
2.8 x 10"*
7. 1 x 10" 1
1
7.5 x 104

1.5 x 10- e
3.7 X 10- 9
9.4 X 10-*
1.3 x 10-°
1

Briefly summarized thefollowingformulaisappliedinthis study:
Q = K i F where,
Q = dischargeinm3/d,
K = hydraulic conductivityinm/d, standardized to io°C,
i = piezometricgradient inm/m and
F == cross section of the soilcolumn perpendicular to the direction offlowin m 2 .
When the hydraulic conductivity is determined as in Fig. i, the term Q/F gives
thethicknessofthewaterlayer,whichisdischargedinunit time;i.e.thevelocity with
which the water surface moves during water flow. This coefficient is often called the
apparent flow velocity (v in m 3 /m 2 /d). With the introduction of this term (v), the
formula becomes
v = K i where,
v = apparentflowvelocityin m 3 /m 2 /d,
K = thepreviouslydefined hydraulicconductivityinm/d and
i = thepiezometricgradient in m/m.

F I G . I . The apparent flow velocity concept.
A = fall of the water table in unit time
= apparent flow velocity.

'/

The apparent flow velocity isin fact smaller than the actual velocity of the water
movement in the soil. In the first place the concept of apparent velocity assumes that
the whole cross-section is available for the passage of water, whereas in fact only a
part of the cross section of the soil through which the water passes consists of pores,
and thus the actual velocity in these pores must indeed be greater than the apparent
velocity. In the second place, the water, passing through the pores does not travel
directly, but follows a tortuous capillary course, so that the distance covered in a
certain time and therefore the velocity must indeed be greater than when the pore
system contains straight capillaries, as supposed by the concept of the apparent
velocity.
V A L I D I T Y OF D A R C Y ' S LAW

Darcy's law thus assumes that the discharge isproportional to the driving force. It is
interesting to trace the very much quoted, but obviously rarely read, publication of
DARCY and to see the paucity of the experimental data on which he founded his law.
This important research work has been carried out on measurements of only 5 sandy
samples, using only a few different hydraulic gradients. These hydraulic gradients
ranged approximately from 2 to 20, thus, as will be shown in table 3 some of them
might have been above the level at which the law can be applied. This might be one
of thereasonsthat hisvalueswerefar from constant and infact in the first experiment
they ranged from 2.7 to 3.3.Furthermore his data suggest that conductivity may also
be decreasing with time, a phenomenon which hascaused considerable concern among
later workers,includingthe author.
Nevertheless even from the meagre data of Darcy it is reasonable to deduce the
existence of a constant ratio between the discharge and the hydraulic gradient. Later
research has confirmed that Darcy's law provides a very accurate picture of the
situation, at least up to a certain limit (ROSE, 1945). The law even holds for very
smallhydraulic gradientsas2-3/100,000 (TOLMAN, 1937).
However, at high velocities Darcy's law is not valid any more because the flow
changes from laminar to turbulent. In the soil the validaty even comes to an end at
lower velocities than in normal capillaries; either because of accelerating and decelerating forces in the tortuous soil capillaries (HUBBURT, 1940), or because these
tortuous capillaries promote turbulency (Muskat, 1946).However, both authors agree
dv
that when the Reynolds number R c = — (where v is the apparent flow velocity, d
9
the average particle diameter and 9 the kinematic viscosity) islower than 1, Darcy's
lawstillholds.
According to Darcy's law v is equal to K i and (see chapter III) if it is supposed
that
1

1

K = 47 X io 3 — and — = d2 thus d = 47Xi o 1 K 2

1

then it appears that Darcy's law isstill valid up to the following hydraulic gradients:

TABLE 3. Relationship between hydraulic conductivity ofsoilsand hydraulicgradient belowwhich
DARCY'S law is valid

Hydraulic conductivity
(m/d)

1
10
25
50

Permissiblehydraulicgradientfor
validity DARCY'S law

' 2225
73
19
6

These admissible hydraulic gradients aremuch higher than those found in practice
and also higher than those usedintheexperimentsinthis study. Itisthus clear, that
DARCY'S law can beapplied in the interpretation ofthe resultsreported in this thesis.

F A C T O R S AFFECTINGT H EH Y D R A U L I CCONDUCTIVITYO FS A N D S

In thefollowing chapters, different factors affecting thehydraulic conductivity will
bediscussedinsomedetail.Thesefactors canbebriefly summarized as follows:
a. thesizeofthesand particles,
b. theporosityofthe system,
c. the shapeofthesand particles,
d. the sortingofthe sand,
e. thehomogeneity ofthe system,
f. the claycontent and the distribution ofthe clayparticles,
, g. the air content ofthesystem and
h. thesalt content ofthewater andtheexchangeable cations onthe adsorption
complex.
Asthesand particles are more orless spherical,they donotfit together, andthus
the size oftheresulting openings depends onthesizeoftheparticles. Consequently,
the coarser the sand particles, the wider the capillary pore system. According to
POISEUILLE'S law, anincrease inthecapillary diameter causes considerable increases
in thedischarge andtherefore it istobeexpected that a relation exists between the
diameter of the sand particles on onehand andthe hydraulic conductivity onthe
other hand. Thehydraulic conductivity, however, isnot proportional to the fourth
power of the pore diameter, as onewould suppose from a superficial inspection of
Poiseuille's law,'as anincrease ofpore size diameter means a decrease inthenumber
of pores.With thesameporosityand thesameshapeofpores,thenumberofporesper
unit cross section isinversely proportional tothesquare oftheir diameter. (Suppose
that theseparate poreshaveasquareshapewith a sidelength 'a', then the number of
"pores percm2 pore surface will be i/a 2 . Bydoubling thediameter ofthepores, their
number percm2 will be 1/4a2 instead of 1/2a2).Because of this, thehydraulic conductivity of a sand must be, within the limits of the aforementioned restrictions,

proportional to the second power of the pore diameter. In preciselyihe same way a
correlation may be expected between the hydraulic conductivity and the particle
diameter.
It also follows from the relationship between Poiseuille's law and that of Darcy,
that with the same particle size,the hydraulic conductivity isgreater, when the pores
between the particles are bigger, or in other words when the porosity is higher (point
b).
•
All sorts of theoretical derivations for the relationship between hydraulic conductivity and particle diameter arebased on the assumption that the particles are sphericalin shape. In fact, this is not the case, for under the microscope it appears that the
sand grains have all kind of shapes and even are often very angular. The particle
shape has an influence on the pore shape and consequently an influence on the perimeter-cross section ratio of the pores which is a determining factor for hydraulic
conductivity. The particle shape influences also the packing of the sand and thus the
porosity of thesystem and consequently thehydraulic conductivity (point c).
Theinfluence ofthesandsorting (point d)onconductivity caneasilybeseen. When
the particlesareof different dimensions,the smaller canfit between thebigger; a number of pores is thus blocked, and naturally the conductivity becomes smaller than
when all the particles have the same dimensions. The blockage of the bigger pores by
thesmaller particles can alsobeindicated by adecreasein porosity.
The smaller particles not only can be distributed homogeneously between the
coarser ones, but they also can occur, more or less, in separate layers (point e). This
could be the case, in the first place, in artificial samples, when for example they are
poured in a permeameter for conductivity determinations, and segregation takes
place. More important is the occurrence of fine layers between coarser ones in nature
caused by the fact that the sedimentation circumstances, with the course of time,
change occasionally and consequently the coarseness of the sedimented material.
The influence of these finer layers on conductivity depends on their relative position with respect to the water flow direction. If the finer layers are completely impervious, thismeans that with a parallel streaming water, the conducting areais limited;
the decrease of discharge and consequently of conductivity is proportional to the (in
most casessmall) total thickness of these layers. If the flow direction is perpendicular
to the finer layers, these supposed impervious layers will entirely block the passageof
water, even if there is only one of them. Although the finer layers are rarely totally
impervious, yet it appears from this simple consideration that when thefinelayers are
perpendicular to the streaming water, they have a more detrimental influence on
conductivity than whenthelayerslieparalleltothe direction of flow.
With regard to the influence clay particles have on conductivity (point f), one has
to consider the fact that they are very fine (average diameter iooo times smaller than
sandy particles),and that in nature (or at least in soils which are not homogeneous)
they practically always occur in aggregates (floes). These aggregates are deposited at
the same time with and between the sandy particles. Extremely fine sand particles
may be incorporated into these aggregates, but as the clay particles occur in much
greater numbers, the character of the system is dominated by them. The pores be-

10

tween the clay particles are so very fine in comparison with those between the sand
particles (inthe proportion of i :iooo) that ina sandysoilthey practically play no role
in the movement of water (hydraulic conductivity being, as previously mentioned,
proportional to the second power of the pore diameter). Therefore when clay aggregatesdoexist between amassofsand, they couldbeconsidered asimpervious.
These clay floes are - contrary to the rigid sand particles - very plastic. With
sedimentation, their participation in the building up of the porous soil skeleton is
very much less than that of the sand particles. When the sedimentation process goes
on, they are partly pressed between the underlying sand particles; some of them may
have settled already primarily between them. Thus, the clay aggregates block, more
or less, the pores between the soil particles and consequently decrease the hydraulic
conductivity. The magnitude with which the clay particles decrease the hydraulic
conductivity depends on the number of these particles, the way they are aggregated
and on the clay type. Montmorillonite has a higher water holding capacity and a
greater specific volume than for example illite and consequently possesses a greater
blockingcapacity relativetoits weight.
Clay particles can occur, more or less, in layers between the sand just as in the
case of fine and coarse sand layers, the reason again being changes in sedimentation
circumstances during the genesis of the soil. When these layers of clay do not contain
secondary pores, they are, in comparison with the adjacent sand mass, practically
impermeable. So the statements previously made about finer sandy layers situated
between coarser masses can be applied with even more force to the case of clay layers
between layers of sand. When the clay layers are orientated parallel to the direction
of the streaming water, they onlylimit the available conducting soilvolume and their
detrimental influence is often not great. If, on the other hand, they lie perpendicular
to the water stream, they can practically block the water movement. However, their
effect in practice is usually less detrimental; the clay layers are rarely continuous
because either they are lying lenticularly between the sand or changing laterally into
sand. Sothe water passageisnot totally impeded, but the detrimental effects consist
of both the constriction of the available conducting profile + a decrease in the hydraulicgradient because ofthelonger tortuous waythe water hasto follow.
Soils, saturated with water, ought not to contain air. When water penetrates a
layer of soil,air canbe trapped, but asairislighter than water, it should gradually rise
upandvanish from thesoil. However, this ascent isimpeded by the resistance caused
by forces of surface tension. Air occurs asbubbles in the pore system, and the form of
these air bubbles is such that they possess the smallest possible surface and surface
tension is kept at a minimum. The ascent of the air bubbles via the capillary system
necessitates an enlargement of their surfaces. The force needed for this enlargement
is often greater than the available bouyancy. Consequently, air finds it difficult to
escape totally and so layers, 'saturated with water' can contain air (point g). These
air bubbles block the pores, in which they are present and thus reduce water movement and hydraulic conductivity.
Two remaining factors which influence hydraulic conductivity are the exchangeable cations on the adsorption complex of the soilthrough which water passesand the
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salt content of the water (point h).In normal cases,calcium isthe dominant cation on
the adsorption complex. But when the latter contains a considerable amount of sodium, the hydraulic conductivity is greatly decreased probably because sodium-soils
are easily peptised. Consequently, clay particles begin to migrate and accumulate in
narrowspotsin the capillarysystem where theyblock thewater movement.
Besides the sodium-content of the adsorption complex, the type of salt contained
in the streaming water and its concentration also influence conductivity. A high salt
concentration will repress the peptisation of the sodium-clay, while the type of salt
influences the concentration at which peptisation isprevented. In addition to this the
salt content of the streaming water and the type of the salt have an influence on the
adsorbed cations and therefore in the longrun alsoinfluence the conductivity.
The exchangeable cations and the salt content have in particular influence on the
clay particles. Pure sandy soils are not influenced by high sodium-content, but in
sandy soils with considerable amounts of clay, a high sodium-content can strongly
reduce the conductivity. In this research however, the influence of high sodiumcontent isnot studied, aspeptisation doesnot occurinthe soils investigated.

M E T H O D S OF D E T E R M I N I N G T H E H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y O F S O I L S

Conductivity measurements canbeclassified inseveral groups:
Measurements in disturbed
samples
Measurements in the
laboratory
Measurements in undisturbed samples

A. Direct measurements
(conductivity determined
by measuring waterflow)

Measurements in augerholes
Measurements in the field
Measurements from draindischarge

Calculated from granular composition
B. Indirect measurements
(conductivity determined
from other data)

Calculated from pore size distribution
Deduced empirically from granular composition
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H Y D R A U L I C CONDUCTIVITY DETERMINATION OF
D I S T U R B E D SAMPLES IN THE LABORATORY

Conductivity determinations of disturbed samples are usually carried out with dried
and ground soils.A cylinder (permeameter) ispartly filled with the sample and thereafter water is allowed toflowthrough it. From the hydraulic head, the permeameter
cross-section, the length of the soil column and the discharge, the conductivity is
easily calculated by using Darcy's law. For practical purposes, in most cases the
knowledge of the average conductivity of a big area is required. This means, as conductivity values usually vary from place to place and from onelayer to another, that
a determination based on onesample isoften insufficient, and that moresamples have
tobe taken.
Disturbed samples have the advantage of being easily obtained, transported and
filled in in the permeameters. A second advantage is that disturbed samples, when
dried and ground are very homogeneous in their pore distribution. Consequently, the
conductivity measurements of these samples are more reproducible than those in
undisturbed samples which have a more individual pore size distribution and therefore arather greater variation in conductivity. Thus, dried and ground soils are most
suitable for systematic research where the object is to find a relationship between
conductivity and other properties (as for example the work carried out by FIREMAN
(1944), studying the influence of salt content on the conductivity of different soils).
On the other hand, the fact that the natural pores are disturbed, is a great disadvantage of this method because it is not certain that the pore system and consequently the conductivity in the disturbed samples will correspond with that in the
natural case. And especially the conductivities of natural cores are the point of
interest.
In special cases - as for example in sandy soils without secondary pores - the
pore distribution and consequently the conductivity of disturbed and undisturbed
samples willonlyshowaslight divergence.That thiscan happen,isevident, for example, from the work of SLATER AND BYERS (1931) who showed that with their samples
there was on the whole a good agreement between the conductivity of natural cores
and that of disturbed samples of the same soils. However, this is undoubtedly not
always the case and the evidence is sometimes conflicting. Thus, WESTERMANN
(1909ref. SILLANPAA, 1956)showed that in the soils,investigated byhim, undisturbed
cores were over 1500 times more permeable than disturbed cores, but MCCALLA
(1944) found higher conductivity rates in disturbed than in undisturbed soils. So for
each type of soilit has tobeinvestigated if the twomethods agreewith each other.

H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y D E T E R M I N A T I O N OF
U N D I S T U R B E D CORES IN THE LABORATORY

For conductivity investigations of undisturbed coresin the laboratory, cylinders with
sharp edges at the bottom are pushed into the soil and then dug out. Thereafter
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conductivity measurements arecarriedoutinthesamewayaswith disturbed samples.
In these undisturbed cores, the natural pore system is still present and therefore it is
conceivable that these values of the hydraulic conductivity are more representative
for theactualconditioninthe field.
A disadvantage of this method is that the pore distribution in the field and consequently the conductivity can vary from place to place; so a rather large number of
coresisnecessaryto arrive at arepresentative conductivity value.Thus,an evaluation
of conductivity of a certain area by the undisturbed core method is rather laborious
and in addition to thisincludes thework of transporting thesamples to the laboratory
and the extra precautions required for the preservation of the natural pore system
during this transportation.
This method sometimes has grave drawbacks where macro-pores exist (roots,
worm holes or cracks). As long as these macro-pores have only a limited length,
measurements of conductivity are not significantly affected, but if the pores cross
the soil column from top to bottom, exaggeratedly high conductivity values can
frequently be obtained. A well known example for such errors in the Netherlands
is found in the research work done on a brackish 'wad' clay. In this soil, the actual
clay substance was very impermeable but it contained a number of vertical holes,
originating from a reedy vegetation, which had previously grown there. In these
measurements - wherethe cores were obtained by pushing the cylinders vertically in
the soil - rather high conductivity values were found which were not confirmed by
practical experiencewhen this 'wad' claywas reclaimed.

H Y D R A U L I C CONDUCTIVITY D E T E R M I N A T I O N IN THE F I E L D BY
THE AUGER HOLE METHOD

The most simple and rapid method for measuring the hydraulic conductivity of a soil
in situ is the auger hole method. This method was introduced by DISERENS (1934)
and later changed and improved by HOOGHOUDT (1936), KIRKHAM AND VAN BAVEL
(1949) and ERNST (1950). The determination is carried out by boring a hole into the
soilto a depth below the water table. After equilibrium isreached with the surrounding ground water, a part of the water in the hole is withdrawn. As the water seeps
again into the hole the rate at which it rises will depend, among other things, on the
conductivity of thesoil.
••• *
Different formulas have been worked out for calculating the conductivity from
the velocity of the water uprise and in the Netherlands ERNST'S formula is the one
usually applied (1950) (seealso VAN BEERS, 1958).This formula, given below, is that
used in the case of a homogeneous soil; an impermeable layer at a certain minimum
depth (S > \ H)belowthebottom ofthe augerhole (seefig.2):
„
K=

H
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FIG. 2. Diagram indicatingthe determination
of the hydraulic conductivity by the
auger hole method.
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K = hydraulic conductivityinm/24 hours,
H = depth of holebelowthegroundwater tablein cm,
Yo = distance in cm between the ground water level and the water surface in
the hole after removal of water at the time of the first reading,
y n = the same at the end of the measurement. Usually about 5 readings are
taken,
A y = 2 A y t = y n — y0,the riseofwater intheholeduring the timeof measurement in cm,
y = distance between the groundwater level and the average level of the water
in theholeduringthe timeofmeasurement in cm,
y n —y Q
y = — - — = y0•

iAy

r
S

= radiusofaugerholeincm and
= depth of the impermeable layer (or of the layer which has a conductivity
of about 1/10 or less of the conductivity of the layers above) below the
bottom oftheholein cm.
According to Ernst, values of K have an accuracy of about 20% if the following
conditionsare met:

3 < r < 7,
20< H < 200,

y ^
g

>0.2,

S>H,
Ay

— <f
y0
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The advantage of this method, as already previously mentioned, lies in the fact
thatmeasurementsofconductivityarecarried outinsitu. Moreoverthe measurements,
unlike those from undisturbed cores, are representative of a large section, approximately extendingbetween thegroundwater leveland thebottom ofthehole. Provided
that it remains technically a possibility, thisholecanbe made asdeep asrequired and
may even be extended to cover the whole aquifer. Therefore, the number of measurementsneededisnot solarge asinthe caseoftheundisturbed coremethod. In addition,
this type of measurement reflects the conductivity value for a dominant horizontal
flow whichistheimportant onefor drainage aspects. Onedisadvantage of this method
is that the conductivity values can only be obtained for layers beneath the ground
water table, while in some cases the hydraulic properties of the upper layers are also
required.
However, the fact that theconductivity of a large part of the profile can be evaluated turns out to be a disadvantage in this special case, where the relationship
between granular composition and conductivity isunder investigation. The auger hole
method is only suitable for rather thick layers, and to interpret the conductivity
found, in terms of granular composition, the soils need to be at least moderately
homogeneous. Unfortunately this israrely the case in marine deposited soils and thus
the applicability of the auger holemethod for thisstudy israther restricted.

H Y D R A U L I C CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT IN
THE F I E L D BY THE DRAIN DISCHARGE METHOD

Besides the specific methods established for conductivity measurements, it is also
possible to estimate conductivity in the field by measuring the discharge of drains.
A relationship exists namely between the ground water table midway between the
drains and the discharge of these drains and this relationship depends among other
things on the conductivity of the soil. The formulas which are given for this relationship were originally developed for another purpose, namely to find out the proper
spacing of the drains when the soil conductivity is known. However, where drains
already have beeninstalled these formulas canbeusedalsoinestimating conductivity.
As the flow of water to a drain is a very complicated process, some simplifications
are usually introduced when the relation between discharge, groundwatertable and
conductivity issought. Several formulas exist depending on the different assumptions
made,suchasthoseof HOOGHOUDT(1940)and VAN DEEMTER (1950). In HOOGHOUDT'S
equation, which is usually applied in this type of work in the Netherlands, one of the
assumptions made is that an impermeable layer exists in the profile at a certain
depth beneath which theflowof water doesnot take place.Another assumption made
in the formula is that a state of permanent flow exists which means that the outflow
equals the inflow; this point will be discussed in a later chapter. For other assumptions,madein the deriviation of the formula, see HOOGHOUDT (1940).
The equation initsmost complete form runs asfollows (seefig.3):
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FIG. 3. Diagram indicating the determination of the hydraulic conductivity b y the drain
discharge method (the open drains in perspective).

b=

8 K2 d (m„— n) + 4 Kt (m„ + n) (m„— n)
——

where,

S = the discharge ofwater expressedin m/d,
K 2 = the average hydraulic conductivity of the strata lying between the tile
drain level (or bottom of the ditch level) and the impermeable layer in the
subsoilin m/d,
m0 = the height of the water table midway between the tile drains or the ditches
abovethelevelofthetiledrains (orthebottom ofthe ditches) in m,
n = the height of the water table above the tile drains (orin the ditches) in m,
Kx = the hydraulic conductivity of the soil above the tile drains (or the bottom
oftheditches) in m/d,
L = the distancebetween the tiledrainsorditchesin m,
H — the depth of the impermeable layer below the level of the tile drains (or the
bottom ofthe ditches) inm and
d = an equivalent depth, derived from H in which allowance is made for the
radial resistance and by which the assumption of the horizontal flow (a
fundamental assumption of the above formula) can be maintained.
The ratio d/H depends on the diameter of the drains and the distance between
them.Anexample of thisrelationshipisshown in table 4where values of d, are given
for atiledrain having a diameter of 12cm and fordifferent valuesof H and L. Further
detailsmay be found in the relevant literature (HOOGHOUDT,1940).
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TABLE 4. Thickness of d ( = equivalent layer) at different values of H (distance between the level of
the drains and the impermeable layer) and L (drain spacing) with a tile drain diameter
of 12 cm (HOOGHOUDT 1940)

Drain distance in

m

H in m

2
5
10
20
50

20

50

100

200

1.3
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7

1.6
2.8
3.4
3.5
3.5

1.8
3.6
5.1
6.1
6.3

1.9
4.2
6.8
9.4
11.3

It appears from the table that the greater the ratio of the distance between the
drains (L) to the depth of the actual impermeable layer (H), the smaller is the differencebetween H and d.
The advantages and disadvantages of this method can easily be seen: no other
method of determining conductivity ismore closelyconnected withitsmost important
application in practice- that of estimating drain spacings.Furthermore, conductivity
values obtained in this way, represent a large area and the whole depth of the profile
inwhichwater movement takesplace.
On the other hand, when a land is not yet drained and the conductivity has to be
determined, then it is obvious that the method cannot be applied. In the present
investigation, one of the major disadvantages encountered, and one which applies to
this method even more than in the case of the auger hole method, is that the values
obtained represent the average conductivity of a considerable volume of soil. Such a
volumeis rarely homogeneous andit istherefore difficult torelateconductivity measurements madein this way to granular composition. Only in exceptional cases is a
largesectionin thefield homogeneousinits granular composition.

A P P L I C A B I L I T Y OF T H E D I F F E R E N T M E T H O D S OF
H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y M E A S U R E M E N T S FOR T H I S R E S E A R C H

From this survey of different methods of conductivity measurements, it can be
concluded that for present purposes, where the aim is to study the influence of the
clay content on the conductivity of sands of different fineness, no one method is
altogether suitable. When a method ismore closely linked to the circumstances in the
field, and thus probably gives a better picture of the conductivity there, its application isusually limited tospecific cases.
Certain combinations of fineness of sand and clay content can be investigated
only with methods which correspond less closely to natural circumstances, but in
order to get a more complete picture of the influence of the clay content on the conductivity it is necessary to use also methods which are less closely linked to the circumstances in the field. Thereafter the results of these methods must be interpreted

i8
in the light of those cases in which a comparison with methods which correspond
more closelywith thepractical circumstances,isindeed possible.
In the present study, the determinations of the conductivity of disturbed samples
wereof particularimportance as only in disturbed samples the granular composition
could be varied as required and subjected to systematic research. For this reason, the
work ofartificial mixtures ofsand and clayformed anintegral part ofthis study.

C A L C U L A T I O N O F H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y FROM
THE GRANULAR COMPOSITION

The conductivity of a sandy soil depends on the number and size of the pores which
in their turn, if the soil does not contain secondary pores, depend on the particle size
of thesand.Thus,for soilswith onlyprimary pores,arelationship between the particle
size of the sand and conductivity should exist. Several investigators have occupied
themselves with calculations of this relationship and an appraisal of some of their
formulas ismade in a later chapter. The principle of the method isbest illustrated by
the KOZENY/CARMAN formula (1939) and due to its importance, the full derivation is
shown below.
The formula is derived from Poiseuille's law for cylindrical tubes (all terms in the
c.g.s. units):
, g d2 P Ap
v =
——
where
(1)
32
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•

w

v' = velocity of the water,
g = acceleration due to gravity,
= water density,
p
d = diameter of the tube,
A p = hydraulic head,
L = length of the tube and
Y) = dynamic water viscosity.
When the diameter d isreplaced by the hydraulic radius m, which is
volume of the tube
area of the wetted surface '
7T

d

m = - d 2 L : 7 r d L = - , andd2 = 16 m2
4
4
Then, by substitution, formula (1) becomes
gm 2 jj
v=

Ap
—

The factor 2 in this formula can be considered as representing the relationship
between the hydraulic radiusand the form of the tubeincapillaryflowfor a cylindrical
tube. This factor varies with different shapes of tube from about 1.8to 3.0. Kozeny/

(2)
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Carman assumed a value of about 2.5 for the pores in the soil. The formula now is:
,
V

g m2 p A p
(3)

= - I T TL

When the formula isto be applied to the soil,one has to consider the fact that the
pores in the soil are channels of a rather involved shape, but that with complete
random arrangement the pore system is statistically the same for every cross section
of a certain soil. However the path of the water in this statistically constant pore system is tortuous and thus must be longer than L; the actual length should be L e .
Further, when one shifts from a capillary tube to the condition in the soil whereby
the velocity is denned as the apparent flow velocity ( = v), the actual velocity of
the water (v') is greater than this apparent velocity, because only a part of the total
cross section (the porous part, given the term e)is available for the water transmission.The actual velocity of the water is thus v .- . — .
With these considerations equation (3) takes the forms
v Le _ g m ' p Ap
z ' L ~~ 2.5 '7) L e
multiplying the numerator and denominator by L,
em 2 p A p g

L

2

According to Darcy's law, for the unit of cross section
Pg

Ap

7)

L

in which K' = the intrinsic permeability, thus
pgK'Ap
7)
L

s m 2 p A p pg g/ L
\2
/M
2.5
v) L \L e / ' o r K

^(r)'

eem*
m2
2.5

' =i v -

L,

•

fc)

(5)

assumed that the actual length which the water has to path
L e = -y/2.L. Equation (5)becomes then
KOZENY/CARMAN

e m2

*••-—
volume of the pore system
e
The term m = —-—-.
T~.
; = - where S is the surface of the
wetted area 01the pore system
S
soil particles per unit volume. Substituting, the equation is rendered.

n
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As the porous part of the soilis e,the soil particle volume per unit (sand -f-pore)
volume = i — e. The surface of the soil particles per unit volume soil particles
S

(without the pores) = S0 =

. ..

•

. Equation (7) now takes the form

K =

e3

1

(8)

' Fv'(^r°

According to ZUNKER (1921) the following expression applies to sheprical grains:
S0 = 6 U
where U isthe specific surface of the sand, with grains of 1cm diameter as base (see
also page 22). Formula 8now becomes:
•K

=

180U 2 '

(1 — e)2

(9)

In thisformula the 'permeability' isexpressed asintrinsicpermeability. Expressed
as hydraulic conductivity the formula becomes:
K

= 36oXio3

c
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This formula indicates that the conductivity can be calculated from the specific
surface of the sand and the porosity. The specific surface can be calculated from the
granulometric analysis (see page 23).
The advantages and disadvantages of this method in estimating conductivity will
be discussed in a separate section. Here it will suffice to mention a methodical drawback; i.e. the calculation of the conductivity is based on assumptions which are
certainly not completely right. For that reason thereliability of this method has to be
tested before it can be applied; in the first place for pure sands but over and above
that in caseswhen clay particles also occur.

CALCULATION

OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
DISTRIBUTION

FROM T H E

PORE

SIZE

The poresizedistribution can alsobecalculated from thep F curve,usingthe equation
,r = 2 S/pgh
where 8and pare respectively the surface tension and the density of water and g the
acceleration due to gravity. The symbol r corresponds to the upper limiting radius of
pores which are still holding water when a suction of h is applied to the water in wet
soil. When applying a greater suction pressure, the volume of water withdrawn
(between the twopressures) willrepresent thevolumeofporeswith radii lyingbetween
the two values calculated from the previous equation. The pore size distribution can
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bethusdetermineddirectlyfromthewatercontent - suction curvefor porous mediums.
By using one of the formulas given either by CHILDS and COLLIS-GEORGE (1950) or
MARSHALL (1958), which relate the permeability to the pore size distribution, .the
conductivity can be calculated.
An advantage of this method is that the measurements can be carried out with
undisturbed cores so that it is also possible to make allowance for the effects of secondary pores. The disadvantage of the method lies in the long time of its duration,
longer than a direct conductivity measurement which remains of course preferable.
Thus the method has a very limited practical value.

T H E I M P O R T A N C E OF T H E R E L A T I O N S H I P B E T W E E N G R A N U L A R
C O M P O S I T I O N AND H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y

It has already been mentioned in a previous paragraph, that a relationship exists
between the granular composition of a sand and its conductivity. Onthis relationship
clay particles have an influence due to their presence in the pore space between the
sand grains. The clay particles block a part of the pores and consequently reduce the
conductivity.
For severalreasonsit isimportant to determine thisrelationship between the granular composition of sand and its conductivity and to determine to what extent increasingamountsof clay affect the conductivity of sand in the different textures. In
the first place because the measurement of the granular composition in soil laboratoriesandinstitutesisaroutine analysis and thus,if the above mentioned relationship
is known, conductivities could often be estimated from data which are already
available. Furthermore the granular composition holds an important place in mapping and describing fluviatile and marine sediments because it has a bearing on their
genesisand physiography. So if such an area has been surveyed and mapped, data
obtained from the sandy layers could be interpreted in terms of conductivity. It is
also a fact that the granular composition of sand (clay content and fineness) can
be fairly wellguessedby the hand. Consequently it would be also possible to make a
rough estimate of the conductivity in the field.
Naturally the relationship between conductivity and granular composition hold only
for sandy soils without secondary pores, but fortunately, the majority of the deeper
layers of marine and fluviatile sands are of this type.

II. METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

It appeared from the last chapter that conductivity determinations can be carried
out in a number of different ways; several of thismethods are employed in this study.
It is necessary to discuss in some detail the methods used, to show the difficulties
encountered and the way they have been tackled. As these considerations and investigations are only of methodical importance, anyone who is only interested in the
practical results can avoid reading this chapter.
Every method has its own difficulties and drawbacks and the longer a method is
established the more is known about itsadvantages and disadvantages. Conductivity
measurements carried out by the auger hole- and the drain discharge method have
been put inuserather recentlyand as a consequenceofthis,notmuchisknown about
their drawbacks and methodical difficulties. Laboratory investigation of sample took
place, however, since a very long time and workers through their accumulated experiences,learned to be aware of a great number of faults and difficulties which might
take place.Asa result,it willappear from hereon that thediscussionsofthe laboratory
determinations are rather long and those of the field are rather short.

T H E DETERMINATION OF THE GRANULAR COMPOSITION

It is the aim of this study to investigate the relationship between granular composition and hydraulic conductivity of sandy soils. Thus some remarks have to be made
about the determination of the granular composition. This granular composition was
determined by the method of the INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF SOIL SCIENCE (1929).
The soil was treated with hydrogen peroxide in order to destroy the organic matter
and then boiled with dilute hydrochloric acid to get rid of the calcium carbonate.
The excess of hydrochloric acid and the soluble salts formed were removed by repeated decantations. The clay was peptised with a peptising agent (in this case pyrophosphate) and then the amounts of clay and silt in the suspension were determined
by the pipette method.
The sand composition was determined by rinsing the peptised samples in Atterberg cylinders after which the clay and silt fractions were removed by repeated
decantations.After drying,the remaining sand was separated into different grades of
fineness by sieving through a set of 10sieves. The sizes of the meshes of these sieves
are standardized and the ratio between successive sizesis 1:\/2; only the finest subfraction has a greater range (16-50 mu).
In studying the relationship between granular composition and conductivity it is
difficult to know how to deal with the 10 figures, resulting from the analysis of the
sand. It isnecessary to calculatefrom them onemeaningful figure, whichhas a bearing
onthe conductivity. This can be donein several different ways but inthe Netherlands
the so-called specific surface (U),originated by Zunker,is used. This is an expression
indicating the ratio between the total surface of all particles and the surface of an
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equal quantity by weight of particles of the same material with a diameter of i cm,
with the assumption of the sphericity of the particles. When the sand particles are
smaller, the surface is bigger in proportion to the weight and thus the U figure is a
parameter for the particle size.
In calculating the U figure of a certain subtraction, it is assumed that the particles
are evenly distributed between the sizes of the two sieve meshes and that they are
spherical in shape. In this case the formula for the calculation is:
0.4343
i
i
2212
( _ _ _\
cm
log dx— logd2 Mi d/
where dx is the biggest and d2 is the smallest diameter of the subtraction under
consideration. Log djandlogd2arethe Briggsian logarithms of the diameter particles.
The U figure obtained of each fraction of the sand is then multiplied by the weight
of the fraction and the sum of all these products is divided by the total weight of the
subtractions of the sand to give the value of U for the sand as a whole.
Such calculations seem to be rather lengthy, but when the same sieves are used,
then the U figure for a given fraction is always the same and thus the calculation
simply consists of the appropriate multiplications, summations and divisions. In the
Netherlands the determination of the U figure is a normal routine analysis used in
classifying sandy soils.
In marine sand sediments near and below the ground water table the organic
matter is closely related to the clay content; the former amounts to about io - /. of
the latter. A constant relationship also exists between the quantities of clay (0-2 [x.)
and silt (2-16 jx),the clay content being approximately double that of the silt (ZUUR,
1954)1. Thus when the influence of clay content on conductivity is discussed this includes the influence of the silt and of small quantities of organic matter.
The soils under investigation contained calcium carbonate (0-10%). This calcium
carbonate is removed during the determination of the granular composition though
it contributes to the granular composition and thus affects the conductivity. This,
however, is not a serious drawback because the calcium carbonate content of the
investigated samples was not exceptionally high (0-10%). Moreover all subtractions
contain calcium carbonate. Although its content might be higher in the finer fractions than in the coarser ones, the resulting error issmall sothat the U figure is about
the same whether or not the calcium carbonate was involved in the determinations.
U

=

T H E A P P A R A T U S U S E D F O R T H E D E T E R M I N A T I O N OF T H E H Y D R A U L I C
CONDUCTIVITYOFD I S T U R B E DS A M P L E SINT H E L A B O R A T O R Y

Conductivity measurements in the laboratory are carried out (as already mentioned
in the previous chapter) in cylinders filled with soil through which water is allowed
to flow. This can be done in two different ways: In the first case a certain amount of
1

Someof t h e soilsdiscussedin chapter IV contain relativelybiggerquantitiesof silt b u t as t h e
total quantity wasstillvery smallthis deviationwasnot sufficiently great to merit attention.
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water xs poured on the soil and allowed to percolate through it naturally but this
means that the hydraulic gradient is not kept constant. In the second case the
hydraulic gradient is kept constant by replenishing the source of the percolating
water. According to ANDERSSON (1953) the first method is more suitable for soils
having lowhydrauhc conductivities and the second for more permeable soils Because
most ofthesamplesinvestigated inthisstudywererather permeable,themethod with
the constant hydrauhc head was favoured. Moreover, this system is more suitable
for carrying out series of determinations.
Another difference is the direction of the percolating water which can be allowed
to travel from top to bottom or vice versa.The disadvantage of the former is that
desintigration of the structure of the upper layer can easily take place; this difficulty
wdl be dea t with more fully later on. The latter method, which has the advantage of
needing only a relatively simple apparatus is also not without difficulties. Thus if an
upward hydrauhc head is applied to the sample, the seepage force (which equals the
bouyancy Pg1) may exceed the submerged weight of the soilparticles and the sample
starts boiling (Taylor, i 9 4 8). It was therefore necessary in this investigation where
determinations were made with an upward flow of water, to use a low hydraulic
The principle of the apparatus isshown infig.4.The type isabout the same as has
been developed by ERNST and his coworker W I T at the Tnstituut voor Cultuur
techniek en WaterhuishoudingWageningen'. One of the main parts of this apparatus"
wasthe container A,madefrom transparant plasticwith dimensions00x 17 <fx 20cm
This container was filled with water up to a certain level and the permearneters were
then placed m it. Ongmally it was intended that the water should be kept at a
constant level by connecting the container with a Mariotte-system It appeared
however, that this system did not give so constant a level, as was necessar^or the
owhydrauhc head being used. It was thus necessary to install a buffer tank between
the Manotte system and the container. The Mariotte system delivered the water to
the buffer tank and this buffer tank discharged the water to the container by a
regulating tap 1 m fig. 4). The excess water in the container ran out through a
movable outlet (8)that couldbe raised orlowered according to the required hydraulic
F I G . 4. Apparatus used for the determination of the hydraulic
conductivity of disturbed samples in the laboratory.
A permeameter container
B. permeameter
1. liquid outlet from Mariotte system
2. manometer
3. soil
4. filter
5. glass wool
6. permeameter outlet
7. burette
8. changeable liquid outlet to waste
9- liquid outlet to waste.
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In the container aseriesof 10permeameters (B) couldbemounted. These permeameters were cylindrical and also constructed of transparent plastic for reasons which
are mentioned later. The diameter of such a permeameter was 6 cm and the length
21cm. The bottom of the cylinder which could be screwed on so that it fitted tightly,
consisted of two plasticplates closely fitting into each other and perforated with small
holes of 2 mm diameter. A piece of nylon cloth was placed between the two plates
and another in top of it. It appeared from experiments that the hydraulic resistance
of these bottoms + nylon clothes can be neglected. The permeameter was suspended
from the side of the container by its plastic outlet tube. Leakage between the tube
and the wallwas prevented by a rubber ring.
After the permeameters were filled with soil, they were placed in the container
where the level of the water was kept higher than the level in the permeameter.
This water flows out of the container from base to top of the permeameter (seefig.4).
The effective hydraulic head for the water movement is the height h in fig. 4 (see
alsopage 31). The discharged water was received and measured in a burette attached
to the container.
An electro-micrometric apparatus (not shown in the fig.) was moved about over
the tank on two strongly fixed bars, thus enabling the hydraulic heads of the whole
series of permeameters to bemeasured. The accuracy of the micrometer measurement
was one tenth of a millimeter. Before every set of measurements was carried out, the
electric micrometer was adjusted to o (for the free water surface).
With this apparatus, the quantity of the discharged water from the permeameter
in a certain time was measured with the corresponding hydraulic head. In calculating
conductivity, it is also necessary to know the length of the soil column, the permeameter crosssection andthewater temperature. Theequation for the calculation of the
hydraulic conductivity is:
L Q rjt
K = 8 6 4 - - - - - - • where,
K
L
h
Q
F

= hydraulic conductivity in m/24 hours,
= length of soilColumn in cm,
= hydraulic head in cm,
= discharge in cm 3 /sec,
= permeameter cross section in cm2,

7]t

= viscosity of the used water in poises a n d

7] 10 ° = viscosity of water at io°Cin poises.
It can thus be seen that in principle this type of measurement of conductivity in
disturbed samples in the laboratory isfairly simple. However, in practice, certain difficulties have been encountered which are discussed under the following headings.
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THE FILLING OF THE PERMEAMETER

When a permeameter is packed with air-dried soil, segregation of the components
into fine and coarse layers can easily take place. Should this segregation occur, it
would have a detrimental effect on conductivity (see page 14). This is the reason
that transparent permeameters are used. Thus lack of homogeneity of the soil
column can be seen and steps can be taken to prevent it by filling in a proper way.
Further, the way in which the permeameter is filled is important because it also influences the porosity of the sample which in its turn affects the conductivity. To have
reproducible results and reliable interpretations of the figures obtained, the packing
ofthepermeameter should alwaysbecarried out in thesamemanner. Thusin packing
a permeameter the principal requirements are that there should be a standardised
method of filling which also gives a homogeneous sample.
Various methods have been proposed by different investigators to satisfy these
requirements. CHU etal (1954) applied the inverted tube method where the permeameter is set upside down and the sample is introduced in stages through a funnel.
HENIN (1958) chose a method in which samples are gradually poured in, in such a
way that they are always covered by a layer of water. He states that the method is
effective in preventing segregation. REEVE AND BROOKS (1953) produced an equipment with which the sample is thoroughly mixed in an above compartment and then
dumped in the permeameter. FIREMAN (1944), after trying several different methods
for obtaining uniformity of packing found that the most suitable method was to drop
the soil filled permeameter repeatedly upon a solid wooden block.
In this study many attempts have been made to arrive at a satisfactory method of
packing disturbed samples. The one which gave the best results was as follows: a
500 gram 2 mm-sieved sample is thoroughly mixed and dumped on a wide openmouthed funnel with a long stem which is closed at the bottom by the finger. The
stem of the funnel is then inserted in the permeameter and the sample is allowed to
settle by removing the finger. The stem is raised slowly with the precaution that its
bottom should always touch the upper surface of the soilin the permeameter. During
this procedure the parts of the sample in the funnel and in the permeameter are
continuously stirred with a metal rod. Asthe permeameter isfilled with the sample, it
is allowed to drop 100times from a height of about 2.5 cm onto a wooden block.
Different samples of sand and mixtures of sand and clay were so treated and the
homogeneity andreproducibility ofporositywerefound tobesatisfactory. The former
was ascertained by examining the samples through the transparent walls of the permeameter where it could be seen that the degree of homogeneity was good and that
there was practically no segregation. The reproducibility of porosities is shown in
table 5, containing the results of 5 replicates of sands with different U figures and
different percentages of added clay (for an explanation of the term "U figure" see
page 22). The porosity was calculated from the length of the soil column, the cross
sectional area, and the oven dried weight of the sample, assuming a specific weight
of the soil of 2.65.
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TABLE 5. Reproducibility of porosity determined in some sands and artificial mixtures of sand and
clay.
U figure of
sand and %
clay
43- 0
43- 5
120-10
170- 0
170-10

Porosity of replicates
(as part of total volume)
1

2

3

4

5

0.33
0.39
0.46
0.38
0.46

0.33
0.39
0.46
0.39
0.46

0.33
0.40
0.46
0.39
0.46

0.35
0.39
0.46
0.39
0.46

0.33
0.39
0.47
0.39
0.46

DISPERSION AND MICROEROSION

In disturbed samples, measurements of long duration show a decreased conductivity
with time,aphenomenon whichwillbe discussedinmore detaillater. Several different
explanations of this occurrence have been advanced; one of which is that soils
containing clay disperse with time. The dispersed clay migrates with the flow of
water and settles in very narrow pores. This leads to blockage of these pores and decrease of conductivity.
The dispersion and erosion may be caused in two ways, one chemical, the other
physical. The chemical runs as follows: The soil solution has a certain salt content
which causes the flocculation of the clay. When the percolating water, used in the
measurements, contains a lower salt content, the soil solution changes and consequently the clay may be peptised and transported. As for the physical cause, when
the percolating water happens to have a velocity greater than that occurring in nature, erosion of the clay aggregates and clay transportation may take place. As not
much work hasbeen done on dispersion and microerosion, it isunknown if they areof
much importance during permeability measurements. But in any case there was
naturally every reason to take precautions to prevent such phenomena. To prevent
peptisation the samples were not percolated with pure water but with a 0.004 n CaCl2
solution. This concentration is higher than that assumed by QUIRK AND SCHOFIELD
(1955) as being the threshold limit (0.00015 n CaClj) below which conductivity decreases as a result of dispersion.
For preventing microerosion, in the first place, the samples were percolated in an
upward direction as previously mentioned. If the water streams in a downward
direction, turbulence can easily occur in the water layer on the surface. This can lead
to a whirling up of the clay particles which later on can be deposited on the soil
surface as an impermeable film. The second measure to prevent erosion was to keep
the hydraulic gradient aslow aswas technically possible; as the hydraulic heads used
were about 1.5 cm and the soil column lengths were about 10 cm, the hydraulic
gradients were about 0.15.
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E N T R A P M E N T OF A I R AND P R E T R E A T M E N T OF T H E S A M P L E S

As already has been mentioned in the introduction the so-called water saturated
samplesstill can contain air bubbles. These air bubbles are very resistant and they
cause a decrease in conductivity. Since in nature soils below the groundwater table
have a low air content, it is necessary to deminish the air content of thesamplesin
laboratory determinations sofar aspossible.
The air content in the soil comes from two sources: firstly air which is present in
the presaturated soil and secondly air which evolves from the water percolating the
soil.This evolution happenswhen thewater usedisoversaturated with air, either as a
result of its prehistory or because the laboratory temperature is higher than the
originalwater temperature;thisairisinclined toevolveonangular objects.
During the saturation of an air dried soil, the water advances very irregularly in
the column and so great quantities of air can be easily entrapped. Several methods of
saturating the samples have been studied by such workers as SLATER AND BYERS
(1931),ZIMMERMAN (1936)and CHRISTIANSEN (1944).It appears,however, from these
studies that some air is always entrapped whether water is introduced from above,
from beloworunder a head.
The only two ways of fully saturating the soil are either by evacuating the air
priortosaturation orbyreplacingit byC0 2 (whichthen dissolveseasilyinthe streaming water) (CHRISTIANSEN, 1944 and CHRISTIANSEN et al. 1946). Saturation after
evacuation was found by Christiansen to cause breakdown of structure and to result
in amuchlower conductivitythan when the soiliswetted inthenormal manner.
Replacement of soil air by C0 2 is rather time consuming, while structure breakdown of the samplesinvestigated in this study (sands,artificial mixtures of sands and
clay or undisturbed sandy samples from the subsoil, which are considered to be more
or less structureless) is not likely to be a serious matter. Therefore, in this study the
sampleswereevacuated before saturation.
The method is to place permeameters with the packed samplesin desiccators and
then to apply suction. After some minutes, during which time most of the air is
removed from the desiccator, water is introduced by opening a valve very slowly,
and the water penetrates the soil from beneath. The time required for saturating the
samples ranges from 1 to 3 hours according to the fineness of the sand and the clay
content.
Some preliminary trials showed that with some samples, especially those containing clay, distortion took place as the water front advanced in the soil columns.
It seemspossible that some air is however left in the soil,and as the water penetrates
the soil column, this air is compressed and this leads to the uplifting of the soil. A
perforated plastic disc was therefore placed on the top of the sample. This disc had 3
short stems which allow for supporting an aluminium weight of one kilogram. This
proved tobeefficient inpreventing the previousmentioned phenomenon.
After saturation, the permeameter was removed from the desiccator and allowed
todrop50timesbyastandarized procedure.Thiswasdonetoensurerestoration of the
initial porosity if it had been altered during suction and saturation. Immediately
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after this, the permeameters were put in the container full of water and the measurement of the conductivity was made.
Besides the air which was already in the sample, it is still necessary to deal with
the air which evolvesfrom the water percolating the soil.Thebest way toprevent this
evolution isto useboiledwater whichistotally air-free. However, since this would be
very laborious work, hot water (70-8o°C)from a boiler wasused. Thiswater was then
stored in 10 / bottles and left to cool overnight to i8-2o°C. It was expected that in
this way most of the air in the water would be eliminated. It appears, however, from
experiments described later that it is doubtful whether this assumption is right.
Perhaps the water in the container, inwhich the permeameters were placed, adsorbed
also a new air. The volume of the container was large compared with the quantity of
•water used for a series of determinations; consequently the water in the container
was only slowly renewed and had ample time to adsorb air. In any casebubbles were
seenmorethan oncethrough thewallsof the container.

F L U C T U A T I O N S OF H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y W I T H T I M E

Many investigators have pointed out that conductivity measurements in permeameters arenot constant with time.The type of the soilprobably plays arolein the
processes which lead to these changes and probably different investigators have not
usedthesametype.
^
CHRISTIANSEN (1944), FIREMAN AND BODMAN (1939), ALLISON (1947) and others
showed that if the percolation of water through the permeameters takes place over
severalweeksormonths,threedistinct phasescanberecognized:
1. An initial period where the conductivity decreases, sometimes slightly but
usually to asmallfraction oftheoriginalrate,
2. Asecondphasewhereconductivity increases,
3. A third phase where the conductivity again decreases, but now gradually and
steadily duringtheremainder of the test.
This behaviour is attributed by most investigators to the following factors: The
decrease of conductivity in the first phase is caused by the swelling of clay and the
dispersion of the soil as the electrolytes are leached by the percolating water. In
the secondphase,the increase of hydraulic conductivity is attributed to the gradual
solution of entrapped air from the soilby the percolatingwater. The gradual decrease
of the third phase issupposed tobe due to the clogging of soilporesby microbiological
products according to ALLISON (1947), to rearrangement of clay particles according
to BODMAN AND HARRADINE (1938), and to the migration and accumulation of fine
soilmaterial (akindofmicroerosion) according to SILLANPAA (1956).
It seems that differences in the shape of the conductivity curves are due to differences in methods of presaturation and the kind of water used. If, for example, the
air is taken out by wetting the soilunder vacuum, CHRISTIANSEN (1944) and SILLANPAA (1956) found that conductivity is at maximum in the beginning of the test and
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TABLE 6. Hydraulic conductivity of disturbed samples, determined by the laboratory permeameter
method.
U figure of sand

43-0
170-0

Conductivity (m/d) after hours of

starting the experiment

0

3

6

22

17.3
1.54

13.9
1.40

9.5
1.18

2.7
1.18

It can be seen from this table that the decrease of conductivity is stronger when
the conductivity ishigher. The extent of the decrease varied rather in different cases;
in the test shown the drop of conductivity was sharp, but in other cases it was frequently not as marked.
Observation suggested that the pores of the nylon filter, on which the soil column
stood, had become blocked by sand particles during the measurement. Other filters
weretherefore tested andglasswoolwasfound togivemore satisfactory results. Table
7 shows a comparison of conductivity values obtained with two types of filters; the
first filter consisting of two pieces of nylon cloth, one between the two perspex plates
and the other over the upper plate; the second filter consisting of one piece of nylon
clothbetween the perspex plates and glasswoolover the upper plate.
TABLE 7. Hydraulic conductivity of disturbed samples, determined by the laboratory permeameter
method usingdifferent filters.
Conductivity (m/d) after hours of starting the
experiment

U figure of sand
and % clay
43-0
43-0

Used filter

0

2

22

2 nylon clothes
1 nylon cloth
with glass wool

16.0

13.6

1.84

16.3

16.1

12.3

It is obvious from the figures shown above that the glass wool had prevented the
decrease of conductivity to a large extent though not completely. It seemed likely
from these data that the cause of the drop might be found in the lower part of the
permeameter. After testing all kinds of possibilities, it was decided to attach piezometers 1.5cm from the base of permeameters.Thiswasdoneby connecting a perspex
tube through the side of the permeameter. Glass wool was inserted in the opening of
the tube toprevent sand from entering it.
The conductivity was now measured for the part of the soil lying between the
level of this opening and the top of the soil column; the hydraulic head in this part of
the soil column is the difference in water level between the piezometer and the permeameter itself. Owing to the small adhesion between the perspex and the water and
thewideboreofthepiezometer, thecapillaryriseinthepiezometer couldbe neglected.
With this modification some tests were made,"the results of which are shown in
table 8.
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TABLE 8. Hydraulic conductivity of disturbed samples determined by the laboratory permeameter
method in the whole soil column and in the upper 9 cm.
U figure of sand
and % clay

Conductivity (m/d) after hours starting the
0

43-0
43-10
100-0
170-0
170-10

16.8
6.4
3.2
1.53
0.86

43-0
43-10
100-0 .
170-0
170-10

17.7
6.8
3.2
1.51
0.88

3

experiments

7

In the whole soil column
16.8
12.0
5.9
5.2
3.1
2.8
1.51
1.46
0.82
0.80
In the upper 9 cm of the soil column
17.7
16.3
6.5
6.5
3.1
3.1
1.56
1.49
0.82
0.80

9

10.8
4.6
2.8
1.46
0.80
16.3
6.0
2.9
1.49
0.80

The results cited in this table indicate in the first place that the decrease in conductivity, calculated for the whole soil column, is greater when the conductivity is
higher; the decrease is not very sharp with the finest sample, but very pronounced
with the coarsest one. If these measurements, however, apply to the upper 9cm, then
the conductivity, even with the coarsest sample, can be considered to be fairly constant. Moreover the results prove, that the decrease in conductivity is due indeed to
somealteration in thelowerpart of the permeameter.
The most important result of this series of measurements - and many others
showed the same - isthat as a result of the precautions taken (lowhydraulic gradient,
upwardflowofwater,use of a dilute salt solution, desinfection of the streaming water,
measurement of the conductivity only in the upper 9 cm of the soil column and the
use of de-aired water*) it is possible to get constant values over a period of at least
15hours, a period long enough not to worry about the difficulties in the conductivitytimecurve,met by other investigators.
Hence measurements of conductivity quoted in the coming chapterswere obtained
and calculated in the manner described. The measurements took place at about 3
hours after the start of the experiment; this time was necessary for the water in the
piezometers to reach equilibrium when dealing with clayey samples. The experiment
lasted until sufficient percolate had been obtained (1-20 cc, according to the permeability of the sample).
With these precautions, values of conductivity were not only constant but also
veryreproducible asseenfrom table 9.

* I t isvery doubtful whether the de-airing yielded indeed air-free water (seepage 34).
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TABLE 9. Reproducibility of the hydraulic conductivity of disturbed samples, determined by the
laboratory permeameter method.
j , r.

,

f

and % clay

Conductivity (m/d) of replicates
1
17.7
6.8
3.4
1.5
0.79

43-0
43-10
100-0
170-0
170-10

2

3

4

17.7
6.3
3.2
1.51
0.77

17.7
6.2
2.9
1.54
0.84

16.8
6.4
3.1
1.5
0.84

T H E C A U S E OF T H E D E C R E A S E I N H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y

Althoughthedirectpurposeofthisresearchwasnot the studyof methods of measuring
conductivity, nevertheless the veryintriguing problem ofthe decrease of conductivity
for the lower part of the soil column led to some other investigations. Further observations suggested that the original assumption that the pores of the nylon filter were
blocked with sand particles was unjustified and it was supposed that, in spite of all
the precautions taken, the water used was not totally free from air*. This could
probably leadtoevolution of airinthelowerpart of thesoilcolumn, thusblocking the
pores and hindering the passage of water. This in turn could lead to a decrease in
conductivity.
To test this assumption, the conductivity of a very permeable sample (U 43) was
determined in three ways. In the first test, the measurement wasmade in the normal
way. In the second test the water was allowed to pass through a soil column so that
any remaining air could evolvein this column. Thereafter this water wasled into the
permeameter proper by means of a closed circut. In a third test, the same de-aired
water was used but this time after air bubbles had been allowed to pass through,
resaturating the water with air. Alsoin this test the circuit of the water was closed to
prevent the results being influenced by any outside factors. The following results
were obtained.
TABEL 10. Hydraulic conductivity of disturbed samples determined by the laboratory permeameter
method, in the whole soil column using water with three different air contents.
Conductivity (m/d) after hours of starting the
experiment
Type of water
Normal water (de-aired in the usual way)
Water further de-aired by passage through
soil column
Above with air re-introduced

17.3
15.5
10.9**

—
15.2
9.8

13.9
14.2
7.7

9.5
14.8
5.5

* Analyses, carried out after the completion of this research, indicted t h a t t h e water, de-aired
in the way described above, contained indeed an appreciable quantity of air.
** Obviously in this test t h e decrease of conductivity had begun already after one hour.
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It was clearly obvious from these results that the decrease of conductivity can be
mainly attributed to the influence of airin blocking the pores of the lower part of the
soil column. It is also obvious why the decrease was more conspicuous in the more
permeable sands as here the quantity of water - and for that reason also that of air passed during the measurement was greater; hence more air could evolvein the lower
part of the permeameter. At the same time it was now possible to explain why the
decrease of conductivity for sampleshaving the same permeability wasnot always the
same; the air content of the water may have differed from case to case. Similarly, the
superiority of glass wool as a filter was probably based on the fact that in the glass
wool considerable quantities of air can separate from the water before it hinders the
water passage.
In another experiment, piezometers were installed at different levels of the permeameters. This test suggested that the decrease of conductivity, which begins from
the lower part of the permeameter, gradually penetrates further up the column. The
fact that the conductivity of the upper 9 cm of the coarsest sample (U 43) was not
totally constant, can probably beexplainedinthis way.
Sillanpaa (1956) found that the decrease of conductivity can be removed at least
temporarily by reversing the direction of water flow. He attributed the decrease of
conductivity to dispersion followed by transport of soil particles during the time of
measurement. These transported soilparticlesmight accumulate at narrow points and
block them. By reversing the direction of the waterflowthese particles are punctured
and thus could be freed; as a result conductivity increases. However, this increase is
only temporary because the clay particles again accumulate at other narrow points
and againblock them.
Observations made in this study agreed closelywith those of Sillanpaa. When the
conductivity had decreased with the course of time, it could be increased directly by
the reversion of the direction of waterflowwhereby half of the conductivity decrease
was eliminated. However, this increase soon was followed by a rapid drop in conductivity and then further by agradual decrease.
But Sillanpaa's explanation can be applied also when air bubbles are supposed to
be the reason of the decrease in conductivity. The air bubbles evolving from the
water, might be pressed into narrower parts of the pore system by the influence of
both the hydraulic head and the buoyancy i.e. the air acts as a valve blocking the
flow. By reversing the direction of flow, the action of the hydraulic head comes to
work against that of the buoyancy and the air bubbles immediately lose in any case
part of their valve function. In the long run, however, they will eventually take up
newpositionsinwhich onceagain the poresare blocked.

'A H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y D E T E R M I N A T I O N S IN U N D I S T U R B E D C O R E S B Y

THE FIELD PERMEAMETER METHOD

As was said before, the variability of conductivity values for natural soils is much
greater than that of the homogeneized. This variability is even so great that it is
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impossible, with a limited number of coresinvestigated, to get more than an approximate value of the mean conductivity of the soil.Therefore in this case it is meaningless to endeavour to search for a very accurate method, as a rather rough method,
provided it does not give fundamental faults, can offer even as useful data. For this
reason the undisturbed cores were investigated in a transportable apparatus which
could be used in the field and hencewas not as accurate as the laboratory apparatus.
More important than the method of investigation is the selection of the sample spots
and the way in which the coreswere taken. Major attention was paid to these points.
In the first place it wasimportant to get sampleswhich were free from holes (root
channels and animal holes); these pores have only little importance for the conductivity of the natural soil but they influence the determination in the permeameter
rather strongly. Sampleswere therefore obtained from regionsjust above the ground
water table where these holes are seldom met with. This had the advantage too that
the samples originated from the deeper layers, which are the most important for the
flow of water. In this respect it is further important that the soil in these deeper
layerstendstobeatmaximum swellingandof alowair content.
The sites from which the samples had to be taken were firstly roughly surveyed
and then, provided it appeared that there was a layer as homogeneous as could be
possibly found, samplesweretaken from it. The pressing of the cylindersin the profile
was donewithout twisting or turning sothat the cylinderswere totally filled with the
soil in its natural state. All the investigated samples were rather wet and contained
some clay, thus allowing the cylinders to be pressedin easily and without great effort.
As far as could be felt, this process caused no compaction of the samples and effected
a tight connectionbetween thecoresand thewallsofthe permeameters.

FIG. 5. Apparatus used for the determination of the
hydraulic conductivity of undisturbed cores
in the field.
mariotte system
permeameter
soil
filter
funnel
collecting bottle

The cylindersin this study had a length of 20cm and a diameter of 7cm and were
pressedinthesoilwiththehelpofa pieceofwood.When theyweredugout, the excess
of soil was cut away gradually and carefully so that the end was not smeared. The
cores were inspected carefully; abnormal cores were not analysed but replaced by
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other ones.Forthedetermination oftheconductivity first thebottom ofthe cylinder
was covered with a piece of filter paper and then a cap,which consisted of a gauze
sieve, was fitted over it. After this the cylinders were suspended on a rack and supported from beneath byfunnels leading tobottles inwhich thepercolating waterwas
caught.Themeasurement wasmadewithtapwater.Asshowninfig.5,the percolating
water was delivered by a Mariotte system to keep the water at a constant level
(about 5 cm above the surface of the column).Thus hydraulic gradients were about
1,5 whichwasamuch higher value than that usedinthelaboratory method.
The measurement took place assoon astheprocess ofpercolation seemed to have
attained equilibrium. Theexperiment lasted tillsufficient percolatehadbeen obtained
(about 100 cc);the time needed ranging from 15minutes to 2hours. This procedure
and apparatus wasforthemost part adapted from that used by KOPECKY (1914)and
willbereferred toasthefieldpermeameter method.
Ten cores were taken from every spot investigated. If the conductivity of oneor
more cylinders showed serious deviations from the average, the core was thoroughly
examined. In most cases it waspossible to ascertain the cause e.g. poor connection
between the soil column and the wall of the permeameter, or holes extending in the
cylinder from toptobottom. In such casestheresultswere discarded. Inalater stage
5cylindersfrom the 10werepushed verticallyintothesoiland theother5horizontally
As it appeared that the vertical conductivity differed from the horizontal, while the
horizontalisthemost important, theresults ofthe vertical cylinders were discarded.
Hence part ofthe data usedinchapter IV,arethemean of5cores.
As already mentioned, the conductivity ofthe different columns (taken from one
samplespot) varied tosomeextent.Table 11givessomerepresentative data aboutthe
reproducibility ofthis method.
TABLE 11. Reproducibility of the hydraulic conductivity of undisturbed cores, determined by the
field permeameter method.
U figure of sand
and % clay
56-0.5
121-1
207-76
340-5.7

Conductivity of: replicates(m/d)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7.1
1.07
0.12
0.12

6.6
1.13
0.11
0.13

6.2
1.40
0.12
0.14

7.4
1.30
0.12
0.15

6.6
1.45
0.12
0.15

7.2
1.15
0.11
0.13 .

6.4
1.01
0.11
0.12

7.4
0.92
0.13
0.16

6.4
1.19
0.08
0.15

—
—

•y R E L I A B I L I T Y OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY
THE F I E L D PERMEAMETER METHOD

Manyprecautions weretaken ininvestigating thedisturbed samplesat the laboratory
togetresultswhichwereasreliableaspossible.Such precautionswerenottakeninthe
field measurements and the question canarise whether ornot this could have ledto
fundamental errors. Totest this thelaboratory apparatus wasmodified to fit forthe
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determination of the conductivity in undisturbed cores. This was done by a method,
applied by W I T (1961). The size of these cores was smaller than those of the field
apparatus, about 3cmlongand 5cmwide.
Thus it was possible to investigate these samples in the same manner as the disturbed ones: before the determination of the conductivity the cores were evacuated
and saturated with water and the measurements were made with a low hydraulic
head andwith adilute salt solution.Consequentlyprimarypresent airdidnot influence
the results and microerosion, dispersion and transport of clay particles could not take
place. Thus the results of these experiments, as to these possible errors, can be fairly
considered ascorrect. Oneofthegreatest difficulties accompanying the determinations
of the conductivity in disturbed samples in laboratory permeameters was the evolution of air from water at the lowest part of the permeameters which impeded the
passageofwater.Thesedifficulties wereavoidedinthe disturbed samplesby restricting
the measurements to the upper part of the permeameter. For the undisturbed cores
thiswasnot possiblesothat an experiment to test whether alsoin this case there was
a changeof conductivitywith timeseemednecessary. Theresultsof thistest are given
intable 12.
TABLE 12. Hydraulic conductivity of undisturbed cores, determined by the laboratory permeameter
method.
Conductivity (m/d) after hours of

starting the experiment

U figure of sand
and % clay

3

6

9

18

72-1.8
249-3.5
225-3.3

5.5
0.52
0.26

5.6
0.55

4.6
0.55

1.3
0.55
0.26

From theseresultsit appears that a decrease of conductivity alsofound place with
the undisturbed cores. Similar to the case of the disturbed samples, this decrease was
more rapid and conspicuous as the samples were more permeable. Because all other
known factors contributing to the fluctuation of conductivity were avoided, it is
probable that evolution of air ishere also the reason of this decrease.Thismeans that
the first reading of conductivity isthe most fitting. Moreover it is clear from table 12,
that the conductivity remains constant - and thus correct - for a period long enough
for succesful determinations.
It can be concluded that in determining the conductivity of undisturbed cores
obtained by the way explained here above (evacuation of air and saturation with
water beforehand, percolation with alowhydraulichead and by a dilute salt solution)
all possible errors are avoided. The question now arises how will be the results of the
field method in comparison with that above. To investigate this, 5 layers were
investigated in5replicatesand theresultsareshownintable 13.
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TABLE 13. Hydraulic conductivity of undisturbed cores, determined by the laboratory and field
permeameter method.
Conductivity (m/d)
U figure of sand and % clay

72-1.8
80-1.8
249-3.5
225-3.3
170-6.0

Laboratory permeameter
method

Field permeameter
method

4.1
2.5
0.52
0.26
0.17

4.4
2.5
0.49
0.20
0.18

From this table it appears that the field permeameter method gave about the
same results as the more accurate laboratory permeameter method. This is probably
thanks to the fact that the samples were obtained and the measurements were made
in such a way that certain drawbacks were avoided beforehand. In the first place the
clay content of the samples was low and they were taken close to the ground water
table; so the likelihood of much swelling was very slight. In the second place, in the
deeper layers from which these samples were chosen, air content is at a minimum so
that its influence on the measurement could be neglected. In the third place, the
conductivity was determined as soon as possible after starting the experiment and
the duration of the measurement was only short, so that air evolution is not expected
to influence ther esult. The rather high hydraulic gradient used, obviously did not
cause transport of clayparticles andconsequentlyblockage ofporesdid not take place.
Finally the shifting from a diluted salt solution (de-aired) to normal tap water has
had no influence on the percolation, probably due to the short duration of the
experiment.
It can be thus concluded that the field permeameter method isprobably not susceptible to systematic errors in this type of soils (sandy soils at maximum swelling,
lowair content) andthat theresults obtained arereliable.

^

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS BY THE AUGER HOLE METHOD

The main disadvantage of this method isthat it iseven more difficult to get representative and homogeneous spots than when the field permeameter method is used. Also
in this case determinations were only carried out after surveying and accurately
inspecting the soil profile in order to obtain the required type of soil in a sufficiently
homogeneous condition. However the standards of homogeneity could not as strictly
beimposed aswith the field permeameter method.
The upper dry layer of the profile was bored by a screw auger (diameter 7 cm).
However, this method is not suitable for saturated sandy layers and as soon as such
layers were reached, a copper tube (7 cm wide) was lowered in the hole to this depth
and waspushed further in,the holebeing deepenedwith the help of a bailer.With such
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precautions disturbance of the profile and moving of sand in the hole was prevented.
Moreover in sandy soils,puddling of the wallsof the hole caused by the friction of the
tube isnot likely to occur. Because the copper tube had to remain in place during the
measurement it wasmade with perforations and alsowrapped in a layer ofjute tissue.
The resistance of this arrangement proved to be negligible.
Usually measurements took place after at least one day had elapsed during which
time the ground water table was allowed to attain equilibrium. This period of time
was sufficient for the type of soilinvestigated in this study. The water in the hole was
rapidly pumped out with a bailer and the velocity of the water ascent was measured
assoonaspossible.Thiswas carried out by placingafloat provided with a light weight
steel tape on the water surface in the hole.Thus, with the use of a standard, the time
wasrecorded toreachspecific stagesinthe ascent ofwater. For most soilsthis distance
was 1-2cm but for very impermeable soils0.5 cm and for very permeable ones5 cm.
The time elapsing between measurements varied from 2till 100seconds according
to the soil conductivity; measurements were continued until a quarter of the water
which had been pumped out had been replaced. The first time interval recorded was
always ignored. The results obtained were calculated from the formula mentioned
in chapter I, the conditions imposed by the formula beingstrictly applied.
The thickness of the layers, in which the conductivity was measured, was usually
about 50 cm. However, it was not always possible to find homogeneous layers of this
thickness. Thus sometimes the measurements had to be carried out in thinner layers,
but never thinner than about 30 cm. For every representative spot, the conductivity
was measured in 2holeswhich in the rather homogeneous soils tested proved to be a
sufficient number. Table 14 gives some representative data on the reproducibility
of this method.
TABLE 14. Reproducibility of the conductivity in natural soils, determined with the auger hole
method.
Conductivity of replicates (m/d)
U figure of sand and % clay
1
68-3
71-2
77-1
89-2
290-4
300-5

4.2
2.3
3.4
1.5
0.24
0.26

4.8
3.1
3.4
1.4
0.200.24

Astothereliability oftheaugerholemethod for thedetermination ofthehydraulic
conductivity, it can be assumed that Ernst's formula is correct within the limits
given (seepage 14).Alsowith model experiments it was found that the conductivities
determined were not affected by the diameter and the depth of the hole or by the
quantity of water pumped out (HOOGHOUDT, 1936).
Both the auger hole and the field permeameter method are based on the flow of
water inundisturbed soils.Thusit canbeassumed that certain methodical difficulties,
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connected with the laboratory permeameter method do not affect the auger hole
method any more then they proved to affect the field permeameter method (e.g.
changes in the air content during the measurement and dispersion of the clay
particles).
Circumstances under which the measurements are made in the field cannot be
varied asmuchasinthelaboratory and thusthismethod cannot beaseasily subjected
to methodical investigation. Apart from variations in diameter and depth of the hole
and of the quantity of water pumped out-which factors have been tested already by
HOOGHOUDT- the only other possible variation is a repetition of the measurement in
the same hole. Especially puddling of the wallsof the hole can be detected in this way
asarepeatedwaterflow from thesoiltotheholewouldreopenmoreorlessthe smeared
surface of the hole. This repetition of the measurements was tried in several profiles
and the results are shown in the table below.
TABLE 15. Repeated measurements of the hydraulic conductivity in natural soils, determined by the
auger hole method
Conductivity (m/d) of repetitions
U figure of sand and % clay
68-3
71-2
77-1
89-2
290-4
300-5

1st time

2nd time

4.1
2.4
3.7
1.4
0.25
0.20

4.2
2.1
3.1
1.5
0.22
0.28

From these figures it can be seen that the conductivity of the successive measurements was about constant. This may thus be taken as an indication that puddling
of the walls of the holes in these soils did not take place.
It isalsopossible to obtain someidea of thereliability of themethod by comparing
the auger hole conductivity values with those obtained by other methods. Within a
limited range this has been done by KIRKHAM AND D E ZEEUW (1952). In this study
it has been possible to extend the range of comparison to other types of soils and it is
hoped that the results of these large scale comparisons may contribute to a better
understanding and assessement ofthe augerhole method.

xJ HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS BY THE DRAIN DISCHARGE METHOD

In principle the best evaluation of conductivity, as already mentioned in chapter I, is
obtained from the measurement of the drain discharge. The conductivity can be calculated from this drain discharge and the connected ground water tableby the formula given in page 16. In practice, however, it is difficult to find the cases in which this
principle could be applied; calculations are difficult or impossible if the soil is not
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fairly homogeneous and when it is not known - which is often the case - wether an
impermeable layer exists or not.
For this study quite a number of measurements of drain discharges and ground
water table levels, carried out in the Zuiderzee polders, were available, but the above
mentioned conditions were only satisfied to a certain degree and in a few instances.
Indeed, it appeared that the results of no more than 13of the 24plots available were
suitable for this investigation.
The measurements of ground water table and discharge of drains were carried out
duringthewet season (about 15Nov.till 15Febr.)in parcels of a length of 800 m and a
width of 300 m, bordered on both sides by larger ditches 1 m deep and crossed by
smaller ditches (field ditches). These field ditches were originally about 60 cm deep,
but had tended to fill up rather so that the effective depth in fact was somewhat less.
The distances between these field ditches ranged from 8till60m depending on the soil
conductivity. Each field ditch was divided down the middle by a dam and for this
reason only half of the length of each plot (150 m) and half the length of the field
ditches entered into a given measurement, but for convenience's sake the terms 'the
plot' and 'the ditch' are retained for the following discussions.
Onevery plotit wasusualtoinvestigateaserieof 3field ditches,piezometers being
placed midway between the field ditches on a distance of n o m from the main ditch.
To record the waterlevel in the field ditches, gauges were placed in them. The piezometers were constructed from 2 | cm wide perforated iron tubes and wrapped in a
layer of jute tissue; such piezometers react very rapidly to the fluctuations of the
ground water table in this type of soil.Measurements of ground water table and water
levelin the ditches were carried out once a day and related to the average plot level.
As the corresponding ground water tables and water levels in the field ditches varied
onlyslightly, values of both were averaged for every day over the whole plot.
Thefield ditchesdischarged intoaseriesof tiledrains,withalengthof 10m,running
under the head of the plot, at the ends of which were installed gres-tubes of 1 m
length. The discharge of the field ditches was measured with the help of a volumetric
can and a stopwatch once a day and was converted to m/24 hours.The drain-tiles
were not quite watertight. Thus part of the water leaked through the subsoil of the
head to the main ditch; even from the field ditch itself some water may had seeped
away. Consequently, as the whole discharge was not measured, a correction for the
leakage had to be made (see page 43).
The average discharge over the wholewet season usually varied only slightly from
field ditch to field ditch and for that reason the daily discharges of the different field
ditches were averaged.
There were, however, sometimes considerable discharge differences between some
of the corresponding field ditches on one day.
The average ground water table midway between the field ditches and the average
water level of the ditches were plotted every day against the average discharge and
fig.6gives a representative example in which it can be easily seen that a relationship
exists between the ground water table, the water level and the discharge. The points
on the graph showing the relationship between discharge and water level in the field
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ditches lievery close to the line but on the graph relating ground water table and discharge some points are rather scattered.
Such deviations tended to occur if observations had been made shortly after rain
had fallen and a number of reasons can be advanced to explain this. In general these
reasons all amount to the same fact, namely that immediately after rain has fallen a
number of abnormalities occur and the mutual relationship between ground water
table and discharge is disturbed. For all practical purposes such data can be ignored
and a line can be drawn through the rest of the points.
20
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F I G . 6., Relationship between t h e discharge and the ground water table midway the field-ditches
(a) and the waterl evelin t h e field-ditches (b).

Curves obtained in this manner all showed the same satisfactory degree of relationship between ground water table and discharge that is shown by the formula
mentioned on page 16. This is most obvious for these cases where there was an upper
homogeneous permeable layer of the soil of a considerable thickness. If it is assumed,
for the sake of simplification, that there is no water standing in the field ditches, and
Kx = K 2the formula in page 16can thus be changed to
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4K
S=

(2d + m) m
L2
If the thicknessof the permeable layerisbigenough, m becomessmallin comparison with 2d, and the term 2d + m ismore or lessconstant and thus the relationship
between ground water table (m) and discharge (S) must be linear. That this indeed is
the case can be illustrated by the example shown in fig. 6.Deviations from this linear
relationshipwerefound- andtheyweresometimesquiteappreciable- onlyinthe case
of very high ground water tables and discharges. One of the main reasons for this
phenomenon is that after heavy rainfall some of the water which is discharged into
thefieldditches has simply run off the soilsurface.Thus the discharge is greater than
correspondswith the groundwater table and points lying onthe right hand sideof the
line can be neglected.
Thelineswhicharedrawn throughtheclusteredpointsgivean average relationship
between the ground water table and the discharge for all the observations and may
therefore be regarded as being fairly reliable as such. In some plots the observations
were carried out for two successive years during which new piezometers are installed.
The line, found in the second year, deviated in all the cases only slightly from that of
the first.
The lines for the ground water table and the water levelin the field ditches should
meet at discharge = 0;thereishowever agapbetween them.Thisisdueto the leakage
to the main ditch. This leakage can be found by extrapolating both lines till they
meet (see fig. 6). In calculating conductivities, the discharge measured has been increased with the lost part.
Another difficulty met with was that rainfall in a parcelwasnot totally discharged
via the field ditches; part of it was directly drained by the main ditch. In consequence
of this extra discharge the ground water table near the main ditch was lower than
further on the parcel and the ground water table on which the calculation of the conductivity wasbased ( n o m from the main ditch),washigher"thanthe average ground
water table in the parcel; this average ground water table, however, is the one which
has to be connected with the discharge.Consequently the conductivity calculated was
too low and had to be corrected. For soils with a low conductivity and thin aquifer,
this correction is negligible; but even for more permeable and bigger aquifers the
correction proved to be at most 15%. Thus, an incorrect estimate of the correction
would not lead to a great error in the conductivity calculated.
,For the calculation of the conductivity proper an arbitrary point is chosen in the
ground water table-discharge curve and then the related discharge, ground water
table and water levelin the ditches are inserted in the formula.
Thereliabilityofthese curvesfor the calculation of conductivity seems,in particular,tobeconfirmed by thework of VAN DEEMTER (1950).From detailed studiesof the
relationship between ground water table and discharge hereached the conclusion that
- in casessuch as this and within the limits of the assumptions made - HOOGHOUDT'S
formula expresses the relationship satisfactorily.
One of the assumptions in the derivation of this formula, however, is that an
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equilibrium state should exist between the inflow and outflow, in other words that
the intensity of rainfall should always be constant and that the height of the ground
water table midwaybetween thefieldditches shouldtherefore attain a constant value.
These conditions are nearly never satisfied in nature as the rainfall occurs intermittently and consequently the ground water tablein question isrisingand falling.
According to the calculations of KRAIJENHOFF VAN DE LEUR (1958), the discharge of a risingground water tableisgreater than that occurringin the equilibrium
state and similarly smaller in the case of a falling water table. He also states that the
relationship between the discharge and the ground water table in an equilibrium
state liesin between the relationship found for rising and falling ground water tables..
So a certain degree of scatter can be expected and the average curve drawn through
the most clustered points very probably represents the equilibrium relationship and
is thus the best for the conductivity calculations.
Unfortunately, particularly in the lowest part of these graphs, there was no
systematic difference between the data obtained in cases where there was a rising or
falling water table. Thus the question of the meaning of this scatter and of its significance in measurements of conductivity remains unanswered. On the other hand it is
reassuring to realize that the line drawn is the average relationship between the discharge and thegroundwatertable;conductivity calculated from this line isinanycase
the deciding factor in drainage itself.
A further difficulty in the conductivity calculations lies in the structure of the
profile. In alltheinvestigated casesan not ripenedlayerof clayorhumus-detritus was
found in the profile with at least 50 cm thickness, and usually from 100-400 cm.
Enough is known about such sediments to assume that they are almost quite impermeable (ZUUR 1958) and that they totally prevent the downward passage of water.
These impermeable layers were deposited at the bottom of a lake and are therefore
expected to be found in the subsoil of the whole observation area. The top of this
impermeable layer - and of the transitional layer, discussed hereafter - was however
not always, as might be expected for a lake deposited sediment, quite flat because of
compaction which differed with its thickness. To determine the depth of the impermeable layer 2 borings were carried out; this depth varied sometimes as much as
15% from onespot to another. Thus the calculated average thickness of the permeable
section was burdened with a rather big error and therefore the calculation based on
such averages are also subject to a certain amount of error.
Between the impermeable layer and the usually fairly homogeneous upper layer,
in which the conductivity had to be determined, a transitional layer was frequently
encountered. The U figure of this layer was at least 150 and the clay content 8%.
From the results, discussed in chapter IV, it can be assumed that the conductivity of
such layers is at the utmost 0.1m/d, probably much less.
For the calculation of the conductivity of theupper layer, avariant of the formula
discussed in chapter I was used, in which allowances are made for the existence of
two different conducting layers over the impermeable layer. With this formula the
conductivity of the upper layer was calculated in two ways: firstly assuming the
conductivity of the transitional layer to be 0.1m/d, secondly to be om/d. In all cases
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the relationship between thickness and conductivity of the upper layer on one hand
and thickness and conductivity of the transitional layer on the other was such that
both calculationsyielded a difference of utmost 10% for the conductivity of the upper
layer. Thus an erroneous estimate of the conductivity of the transitional layer estimated at 0,1m/d - has only a very limited influence.
In general it can be concludedthat althoughthedetermination ofthe conductivity
from the ground water table-discharge curveisfundamently the most fitting method,
many uncertainties can arise in the interpretation of the results.

I I I . T H E H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y OF P U R E SANDS A N D
T H E I N F L U E N C E OF A D D E D . C L A Y P A R T I C L E S ON I T

T H E PURE SANDS INVESTIGATED

*

It hasbeen repeatedly mentioned that in sandy soils there isa relationship between
the hydraulic conductivity andthecoarseness ofthesand andtheclay content. These
relationships willbe dealt with more fully in thisandthefollowing chapter. It is perhaps easiest to considerfirst the case of pure sandswhichcontain no clay,ashere the
relationships between the particle size of the sand and the geometry of the pore
system isnotcomplicated bythepresence ofclay aggregates blocking thepores.
As sandy soils without any clay do not exist in nature, 43sandy samples of different textures were washed with water till thesupernatant liquid wasclear (i.e.5to
20 times). Even then some traces of clay still remained in the samples but the percentage wasrelatively small (0.4till 1.8%).Thesamples were then dried and allowed
to pass a 2mm sieve. Of the43samples 35were of marine origin, 30being from the
Zuiderzee polders and5from polders ofGroningen. Because marine sediments seldom
contain coarse deposits also 8samples were taken from fluviatile soilsin Gelderland.
All the samples were then investigated by the laboratory apparatus described in
chapter II.
-

T H E RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRANULAR COMPOSITION AND CONDUCTIVITY

There isno stronger proof of the need for estimating conductivity from the granular
composition than the number of efforts (often very old)which have been previously
made to establish this relationship by such workers as SEELHEIM (1880), HAZEN
(1895), SLICHTER (1899), KRUGER (1918), TERZAGHI (1925), KOZENY (1927), ZUNKER
(1930), HOOGHOUDT (1934), CARMAN (1939), ROSE (1950) and LOUDON (1953).
A study of all these formulas gives theimpression that a great deal of confusion
existed regarding the concept of 'permeability'. Thus each of the terms p,g and rj
may or may not be present in the formulas. If not mentioned as such, they areincorporated in the 'constant' of the formula. This certainly ledto allkinds of difficulties with respect to the dimension of the calculated conductivity; hence for sakeof
comparison it isnecessaryto bring allthese formulas to thesame basis,which in this
study hasbeen taken asthehydraulic conductivity expressed inm/dat io cC.
A comparison of the formulas on this basis shows that, asa matter offact, inall
of them conductivity is dependent firstly on the size of particles but moreover on a
number ofother factors. Oneofthem istheporosity expressed asthepart ofthe total
soil volume occupied by the pore space. In some (in particular older) formulas
(SEELHEIM AND HAZEN) this factor isabsent; but when present its influence is indiP
p2
cated by various functions:
— (KRUGER revised by ZUNKER),
(1 — P) 2

"(1—p)»
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(SLICHTER revised by ZUNKER and ZUNKER), —

(p — 0.13) 2
= = (TERZAGHI)

p3

and -,
zz
'
(1 — P)2
(KOZENY followed by CARMAN AND HOOGHOUDT). LOUDON (1953) indicated the influence of porosity by an exponential term; according tohim this function renders the
same results as the Kozeny formula and so this type of function is not discussed
further.
In order to get information on the influence of porosity on conductivity of marine
sands, 4 samples of different textures were investigated at different porosities. The
sampleswere firstly investigated inthe normalway (asindicated in chapter II), which
renders avery lowporosity. In another test these sampleswere merely placed loosely
in the permeameters without dropping them before evacuation of air or after saturation with water. The conductivities obtained inthese two different ways are compared
in table 16. The letters A and B indicate high and low porosities respectively, while
P
A indicates this factor at high porosity.
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TABLE 16. Hydraulic conductivity, determined by the laboratory permeameter method, and porosity
factor of a number of pure sands at different porosities.
U figure of sand
43
Hydraulic conductivity A (m/d)
Hydraulic conductivity B (m/d)
Hydr. conductivity A: Hydr. conductivity B
Porosity A
Porosity B
p / ( l — p ) « A : p / ( I — p)2B
p 2 /(l — p ) 2 A : p 7 ( l — p ) 2 B
(p —0.13)^1 ^jr^p)2A:
(p — 0 . 1 3 ) 2 / ^ ( 1 — p')»B
p 7 ( l — p ) 2 A : p » / ( l — P) 2 B

22.1
11.8
1.87
37.7
31.3
1.47
i.ll 1.77
1.88 1.88
1.91
1.91

90
5.1
2.8
1.82
38.3
33.3
1.34
I . M 1.54
1.63 1.63
1.76
1.76

170
2.4
1.20
2.00
44.4
38.8
1.39
1.59 1.59
1.58 1.58
1.821.82

205
-

1.78
1.17
1.52
43.5
39.4
1.26
1.39
1.38
1.54

The porosity had an influence on the conductivity as clearly shown from the table
and it can be concluded that the formulas in which the porosity factor is absent can
be left out of consideration. The results of thisinvestigation suggest that the function
P3
r^ is most satisfactory, thus confirming the observations of HOOGHOUDT,
CARMAN AND LOUDON and it has therefore been used in all subsequent calculations
in this chapter.
The different formulas alsocontain afactor inwhichthe complete granular composition is expressed by one parameter. This parameter is either some representative
particle diameter or it is a measure for the total surface of the particles. The representative particle diameter is the average particle diameter (e.g. SEELHEIM) or the
'active particle diameter' (ZUNKER). The manner of obtaining these diameters is
frequently not given (e.g. SEELHEIM, SLICHTER).
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The particle surface m a y be given as specific surface (U figure; see page 22)
(ZUNKER, 1930; HOOGHOUDT, 1934), as absolute particle surface per unit volume soil
( K R U G E R ) , or as absolute particle surface per unit volume particle or unit weight soil
(CARMAN). These surface parameters are easily interconvertible, though the pore
volume must be included when these formulas are converted to or derived from the
type of factor used b y K R U G E R .
I n all these formulas it is assumed, either in the derivation of the formula, or in
the application, t h a t the particles have a spherical shape (though sometimes a correction for the lack of sphericity is used). Thus in comparing the different formulas the
particles can be assumed to be spherical. W i t h spherical grains the (representative)
particle diameter is proportional to the reciprocal value of the total particle surface per
unit soil weight (ZUNKER, 1930). Thus the parameters of the particle diameters can
be converted to surface measures. If the U figure is chosen as parameter for the surface it appears t h a t in all the formulas the conductivity isan^etSsTy'proportional to
— ana so this factor is the one which will be employed.
Besides the factors expressing porosity and particle size all the formulas contain
a term (p.)which indicates among other things the numerical relationship between
conductivity on the one h a n d and specific surface and pore volume on the other. In
some formulas, a further factor is employed to indicate the 'tortuosity' of the water
passage (e.g. KOZENY) and a factor for the combined influences of the particle shape,
the roughness of the particles and/or the sorting of the sand. For the time being it can
be accepted t h a t for one type of sand (in this case marine sands) these factors are
about constant and thus can be included in the t e r m \i. Thus it appears t h a t the relationship between the granular composition and the conductivity can be expressed
in the formula
p3
1
K =

•* (1 — p ) 2 ' U» .

The problem which then arises is t h a t of determining p.; this has e.g. been accomplished b y HOOGHOUDT in Dutch soils using subfractions obtained as byproducts
of the granulometric analysis. The results which he obtained from several different
subfractions (16-50, 50-75, 75-105 y.etc.) indicated t h a t the value of y.did not differ
much from fraction to fraction and thus the average obtained value is commonly
used in the Netherlands.
In this investigation tests were made on the pure sands, mentioned above. T h e y
h a d not been fractioned a n d thus they gave a more representative picture of the kind
of thing which might occur in practice. The results obtained are shown graphically
1
K ( i — p) 2
in figure 7 in which — and
of the 43 samples are plotted against each
other. I t appears from this graph t h a t the relationship between particle size (given as
1
K ( i — p) 2
—2) and conductivity (including the porosity) (given b y the factor —
— 3) for
U
p
the D u t c h marine soils is very close. This relationship applies also to the investigated
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soils not originating from marine deposits. As can be seen from fig. 7 a fairly linear
1
K (1 — p)2
proportion existsbetween — and
•so that the relationship between
specific surface and conductivity seemsto be correctly given by the formula.
It canbe concludedfrom fig. 7that the averagevalue ofthe coefficient nis26 x 10 4 .
4
HOOGHOUDTfound a value of 25 x io and it ishighly surprising - and stands for the"
accuracy of at least part of the assumption given in the formula - that the y.-value is
the same for pure fractions andfor sands of mixed composition. The value of the coefficient isin the same magnitude asthat of KOZENY/CARMAN calculated on theoretical
grounds (CARMAN, 1939). However, that this is more or less accidental and certainly
not a proof for the intrinsic correctness of the formula can be concluded from the
results, discussed at the end of this chapter.
"
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and — for clay-free sands, K determined b y the la-

boratory permeameter method.

It is difficult to make a comparison between the jx-value of this and that of other
formulas because those other formulas express the influence of porosity by another
factor. At a fixed porosity a comparison is however possible. Taking the porosity at
0.40 (which is about normal for marine sands in the field) the values of the propor-
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tionality factor between K and — , or in other words, for the product KU 2 , are as
shown in table 17.

'

TABLE 17. Values of the product KU 2 at a porosity of 0.4 according to several investigators.
(K in m/d at 10°c)
KU 2 X lO" 3

Investigator
Seelheim
determined
Slichter
determined
determined
Krilger
Terzaghi
determined
Schonwalder
determined
determined
Zunker
determined
Hooghoudt
Fahmy
determined
Kozeny/Carman calculated

31
33
36
40-71
40
32^4
44
47
65

Although the values given in this table have about the same magnitude, the differences between them are such that the special investigation, carried out for estimating the (x-valuesof the marine Dutch soilsseems to be justified.
As a result of this investigation, it can be stated that for homogeneous Dutch
marine sands, free from clay and air, the relationship between particle size and
conductivity canbesatisfactorily expressed by the formula:
K=

|ip8

1

— — where
(1 — p) 2 U2

K = hydraulic conductivityin m/d,
[x = a term with the dimension of L"1 t"1 and which has a numerical value of
26xio4,
p = porosity,expressed aspart of total volume of soil and
U = the ratio between the total surface of all particles and the surface of an
equal quantity by weight of particles of the same material with a diameter
of 1cm,with the assumption ofthe sphericity of the particles.

H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y O F A R T I F I C I A L M I X T U R E S OF SAND AND CLAY

It has already been mentioned in the introduction that the influence of the clay on
the conductivity must depend on the way the clay particles occur in the sand. Since
in artificial mixtures their distribution differs considerably from that in the field, it is
not to be expected that the results obtained from studying these mixtures will be of
direct importance in practice. This research has in the first place a methodical value:
How do the clay particles tend to behave in the sand and what is the influence of the
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different manners by which the clay particles are distributed in the sand on the
conductivity.
In behalf of these investigations five sandy samples with different textures were
collected from sites in the Zuiderzeepolders. The samples were washed and decanted
with water a number of times (from 10to 30times, according to the fineness of sand
and the clay content) until the supernatant liquid was fairly free from clay. The
sampleswerethen oven-dried and allowedtopassa 2mm sieve.
The clay sample which wasusedin these experiments was an illite clay from Groningen and contained about 46% clay;the calcium carbonate content wasabout 10%
and theexchangeable cationsconsisted mainly of calcium.Thisclaywasdried, ground
and then separated into two fractions of different aggregatesize:onebetween 0.5 and
1 mm, the other between 0.0 and 0.5 mm. Though the size of the aggregates differed, '
the granular composition was of course the same in both fractions. For the investigations these clay aggregatesweremixed in different quantities with the sand. In the
tables discussed hereafter, an addition of '10% clay' means 10% of clay aggregates;
the actualaddition wasonlyabouthalf of it.
The appropriate quantities of sand and clay were first thoroughly mixed on a
sheet of paper and then packed in the permeameters by the method described in
page 26. If the sample in the permeameter did not appear to be homogeneous (this
being easilyobserved through the transparant walls of the permeameters) the process
wasrepeateduntilasatisfactoryhomogeneousconditionwas attained.
In table 18the resulting conductivities are given where the coarse fraction of the
illite-clay(0.5-1mm)wasused.
TABLE 18. Hydraulic conductivity (m/d) of artificial mixtures of sand and illite clay (0.5-1 mm),
determined by the laboratory permeameter method.
Percentage clay aggregates added
U figure of sand
43
90
120
172
205

0

3

17.7
3.5
2.7
1.54
1.21

17.7
3.4
2.4
1.56
1.21

6
17.1
„ 3.1
~2.4
1.43
1.13

9
16.5
3.0
2.3
1.26
1.05

12
15.3
2.8
2.1
1.16
0.96

It can be seen from this table that the coarse fraction of the clay particles had
little influence on conductivity. It is true that the conductivity of the samples with
the highest clay content is somewhat lower than that of the pure sands, but the
differences are obviously small in comparison with the influence of the finer fraction
on conductivity which is shown later in table 19. The fact that there is after all a
small decrease is probably due to a slight disintegration of the coarse fraction when
mixedwiththe sand.
Thuswhen clayparticlesexistinthe sandascoarseaggregatesit appearsthat they
have little influence on conductivity.The clay aggregates are too big to fit into the
primaryporesbetween the sandparticlesand toblockthem.Consequently, insize and
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effect they do not differ greatly from sand particles and they contribute in the same
way to the building up of the porous skeleton as the sand grains. As a result of this,
they havelittleinfluence on conductivity.
Further it appears from these results that the clay aggregates retain their granular
structure in moist soils. Had this not been the case they would have decreased the
conductivity to a greater extent (seethe results with the finer clay fractions and with
the montmorillonite). Such coarse clay aggregates are thus neither disintegrated in
wet soilsnor eroded by the streaming water. This applies probably to field conditions
aswell.
The results of experiments carried out with the finer fraction are given in table 19.
TABLE 19. Hydraulic conductivity (m/d) of artificial mixtures of sand and illite clay (0.0-0.5 mm),
determined by the laboratory permeameter method.
Percentage clay aggregates added
U figure of sand
43
90
120
172
205

0

3

6

9

12

17.7
3.5
2.73
1.54
1.21

10.24
2.31
1.98
1.19
1.02

4.93
1.39
1.23
1.00
0.77

2.45
0.90
0.84
0.73
0.56

1.33
0.55
0.52
0.46
0.39

It isevident from thistable,that theinfluence ofthefinerfractions on conductivity
is much greater. The conductivity decreased considerably with increase in clay content; with the coarse sand the addition of 3 % clay aggregates caused the conductivity
to drop to about two thirds of the original value and the addition of 12% aggregates
reduced the value to about onetenth of the original.
Alsofrom these results it isevident, that the aggregates contribute to the building
upoftheporousskeleton.Theporosityofthesamplescontainingclay (especially those
with the highest clay percentage) was greater than that of the pure sands. This can
only happen when at least part of the clay aggregates - which are porous in contrast
to the sand particles - contribute to the building up of the skeleton. At the same time
it appears from the decrease of conductivity that a considerable part of the finer clay
aggregates occupies the primary pores of the sand skeleton and blocks them. Table 20
showsthe porosities of the researched samples.
TABLE 20. Porosity (expressed as part of total volume) in artificial mixtures of sand and illite clay
(0.0-0.5 mm).
Percentage clay aggregates added
U hgure ot sand
43
90
120
172
205

0

3

6

9

12

0.33
0.33
0.38
0.40
0.40

0.34
0.34
0.38
0.41
0.40

0.34
0.35
0.39
0.42
0.41

0.34
0.35
0.40
0.43
0.41

0.3 t
0.36
0.41
0.43
0.42
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With thesame additions of clayaggregates, the decrease of conductivity is greater
in coarsesandsthan infine ones.Thisismainly dueto the fact that the primary pores
in the coarse sand are bigger and thus not only the smaller, but also the bigger clay
aggregates can find their way into these primary pores. This difference between the
coarse and the fine sand is borne out by the fact that the increase of the porosity by
the addition of clay aggregates is greater in the finer sands than in the coarsest ones.
The second reason for the great influence of the clay aggregates on the coarse sand is
that thenumber ofprimary poresinthe coarsesandissmallerand therefore, comparatively, the quantity of blocked poresisgreater.
Further, it is apparent from table 19that the influence of clay aggregates on the
conductivity with the finer sand is approximately proportional to the quantity of the
clayadded while, with the coarsesand, the influence of a small quantity is comparatively speaking much greater than that of a big one. This phenomenon will be discussedinmore detaillater oninthis chapter.
In these experiments the clay exists between the sand particles as granular aggregates although sometimes those may be very fine ones. In nature, the clay aggregates
are deposited between the sand particles in very wet condition and therefore their
shapebecomeshighlyadapted tothat oftheprimarypores.
In an attempt to reproduce these conditions, some of the above mentioned sandclay mixtures are wetted to a point slightly above field capacity, thoroughly kneaded
with the hand and then placed inthe permeameters,Table 21showsthe results.
TABLE 21. Hydraulic conductivity (m/d) of artificial mixtures of sand and illite
clay kneaded), determined by the laboratory permeameter method.

clay (0.0-0.5 m m ;

Percentage kneaded clay aggreates added
u ngure 01sana
43
120
205

0

3

6

12

17.0
2.1
1.12

6.5
0.44
0.28

2.7
0.14
0.06

0.19
0.05
0.05

It is clearly indicated from this table,that the harmful influence of a certain clay
content on conductivity is very great when the clay aggregates have got the opportunity to adapt their shape to that of the primary pores. With the finest sand, the
addition of 3 % clay aggregates reduced the conductivity to about a quarter of its
initial value and the addition of 12% to one twentieth. In all clay classes of these
kneaded mixtures the influence of the texture of the sand is still recognizable; the
conductivity isthe higher,the coarser the sand.
After all,surveying the whole seriesof experiments,it appears that the addition of
clayhas aharmful influence on conductivity. The magnitude of thisinfluence depends
on the way the clayismixed with the sand and isparticularly great when the form of
the clay aggregates iswell adapted to the shape of the primary pores,which case resembles natural conditions. But even inthe last case,additions up to 12 percent clay
aggregates are not able to offset the influence of the coarseness of the sand on the
conductivity.
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R E S U L T S OF SOME E X P E R I M E N T S W I T H M O N T M O R I L L O N I T E CLAY

The dominant type of clay of the soil in the Netherlands is the illite. Nevertheless,
some determinations of conductivity with montmorillonite have been carried out;
this was done mainly to stress the fact that the results of the investigations in this
thesis, especially those concerning the natural samples, can only be applied to sediments that are completely comparable with theonesunder study.
The sample of montmorillonite used in the investigations was a Wyoming clay
with an exchange capacity of 98 m.e./ioo gram; the exchangeable cations consisted
mainly of calcium.The claycontained practically no calciumsulphate and the calcium
carbonate content waslessthan 0 . 1 % . Once again the clay sample was dried, ground
and separated into two fractions; in table 22 the results obtained with the coarse
fraction are shown.
TABLE 22. Hydraulic conductivity (m/d) of artificial mixtures of sand and montmorillonite clay
(0.5-1 mm), determined by the laboratory permeameter method.
Percentage clay aggregates added
VS axe

«
of sand

43
120
205

Permeameter tapped

Permeameter
not tapped

0

3

6

9

12

12

17.7
2.7
1.21

7.8
0.78
0.70

4.0
0.56
0.50

0.80
0.42
0.29

0.29
0.16
0.21

0.76

—
0.00

In contrast with the illite clay, the coarse fraction of the montmorillonite clay had
a very harmful influence on conductivity. Adding 12% clay aggregates to the coarse
sand effected a decrease of conductivity to about 1/60ofitsinitialvalue.Thisiscaused
by the particular properties of the montmorillonite clay which, when it is brought in
wet conditions,absorbs a lot of water, swellsand reaches the upper limit of plasticity.
The swelling effects an enlargement of the volume of the soil column: for example
adding 3 % montmorillonite clay aggregates tothe U 205sample caused an increaseof
5 % in the volume of the soil column, while with the same percentage of illite clay,
practically noincreaseof the soilvolume tookplace.
From the considerable decrease of conductivity it appears that the swelling of the
clay aggregates not only pushed the sand up, but that also the clay was pressed or
puddled into the primary pores of the sand. It is,however, possible that this process
was affected by the practice of dropping the soilcolumns repeatedly to attain a standardized packing (see page 28). For this reason an experiment was carried out in
whichdrymixtures ofsandand clayweresimplysaturated withwater and then placed
in thepermeameters.Theresultsofthisexperiment arealsoshownintable22.
Thisexperiment indicatesthat alsowithout mechanical influence the coarse montmorillonite clay has a very harmful effect on conductivity. This suggests that in
natural conditions montmorillonite, when it swells by the rainfall, can penetrate the
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primary pores of the sand skeleton whereas illite particles, as was proven by the
experiment of table 16,keepstable.
Theinfluence of the fine fraction of the montmorillonite claywasalso investigated
and theresults aregivenintable23.
TABLE 23. Hydraulic conductivity (m/d) of artificial mixtures of sand and montmorillonite clay
(0.0-0.5 mm), determined by the laboratory permeameter method.
Percentage clay aggregates added
u ngure 01sana
43
120
205

0

1

2

3

17.7
2.7
1.21

6.4
1.30
0.82

1.90
0.39
0.27

0.23
0.04
0.03

The remarkable result is that a very small addition of the fine fraction of montmorillonite has already a fatal influence on the conductivity. An addition of only 3 %
clay aggregatesreduced the conductivity to a small percentage of that of pure sands.
It isnot possible to compare these results with those of the illite clay because it is not
known whether the fineness of the clay aggregates of the illite and montmorillonite
clayswereofthesame order.

**
MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION
OF SOME A R T I F I C I A L M I X T U R E S OF S A N D AND CLAY

In orderto obtain supplementary evidence concerning theinfluence ofclay aggregates
(illite) on conductivity of artificial sand and clay mixtures, slides were made of 12
selectedsamples.
After the filling of permeameters with the different mixtures by the method mentionedin page26,the sampleswerewetted and allowed to slip from the permeameters
(unscrewing the bottom cover) on a cardboard box*. They were then air-dried and
impregnated with a mixture of cellulose varnish and acetone (1:1) for two weeks, in
order to stabilize more or less the loose samples. The samples were then impregnated
with fluid plastic (Vestopal-H) in vacuum for one day and then left for about six
weeks in a fume-chamber after which time they were obviously jellied. Thereafter
theywereoven dried at 40°Cfor a few daysuntil they werehardened enough tobe cut
intothin slides(15 (x).
In these slidesthepercentages of different poresizeswere counted. By usinga specialocular (Zeissintegration ocular 1),25pointsappeared inthefield under the microscope with a certain distribution pattern. According to the magnification used, the
distance between each two points amounts to a certain length in microns. This facili* The detailed method of making slideswillbe published in 1961b y Dr. Jongerius, head of t h e
Micropedological Department of the Institute of Soil Survey-Wageningen.
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tates the measuring of the pore sizes.To cover the whole slide,onehas to count many
times; in each slide 2000 points were counted and the sizes of the pores were determined.
Some difficulties naturally arose in the application of this new and comparatively
untried method, the most important of which was that the magnification used for the
first measurements was not sufficient to detect all the pores of the finer samples and
particularly not if the clay content was high. This error was revealed by the very low
values obtained for the porosities counted under the microscope as compared with
those calculated from the apparent density. Therefore the magnification used was
shifted to400 (8 X50)•
From the results of these measurements, shown in table 24, it is seen that in the
sampleswithout clay orwith little clay, the measured porosities under the microscope
are in good agreement with the actual ones. When the samples contain more clay,
however, the porosity as determined by microscopic examination is rather lower,
the reason being that the clay aggregates contain submicroscopic pores which could
not be counted. This,however, may be no disadvantage in practice as the submicroscopicporesintheclayaggregatesdonot appreciably affect water movement.
It appears from theresults givenin table 24,that with the coarsest sand the added
clay aggregatesmainly filled up the bigpores.Because these pores arevery important
for conductivity (thewater movement per cm2isdirectlyproportional tothesquareof
the pore diameter), it can be understood now why the addition of clay aggregates
caused such an enormous decrease in conductivity of the coarser sands. Since an increase in the percentage of the smaller pores ( < 50(x) has taken place, it is probable
that the big poreswere not totally blocked but were only reduced in their conducting
area.Thetable also indicatesthat even an addition of as little as 6 % clay aggregates
resulted in the disappearance of practically allthebigpores.Thisisin agreement with
the previous statement that the influence of clayon conductivity becomes relatively
smallerasthequantity addedbecomes greater.
The reduction in the number of the biggest pores (5o-30ia.) in the finest sand did
not take place at the same rate as in the coarse sand, apparently because the clay
aggregates were toobig to fit into these pores. Asthe biggest poreshere were blocked
less than those in the coarser sand, it can be understood now why the clay addition
had alessharmful influence onconductivity onthefiner than onthe coarser sand.
Thus a good qualitative agreement was found between the results obtained with
the microscopic counts and those from conductivity determinations, and it isof interest to considerwhether a quantitative relationship canexistbetween the results of the
two methods.
With ascertain hydraulic gradient, the quantity of water flowing through a pore is
proportional to the fourth power of the pore diameter (d).Further, when a cross section of 1 cm2 is considered, the contribution of all the pores of a certain class to the
water movement isproportional to the number of these pores (n).The contribution of
everyporeclasstothetotalwatermovement isthusproportionaltond 4 ortond 2 x d2
where nd 2 is proportional to the surface per cm2 cross section of a certain pore class
( = O). The total water movement is thus proportional to the sum of the products
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TABLE 24.

U figure of
sand and
% clay ,

Distribution of pore sizes in some artificial mixtures of sand and clay, hydraulic conductivity, hydraulic
cross section and porosity.
K
(mid)

Pores
300-200 J*
invol. %

2.86
1.15
0.04

Pores

Pores

200-100 (^

100-50 [A

in vol. %

in vol. %

Pores
50-30f*
invol. %

9.40
5.25
3.20
0.90

14.40
9.75
7.00
6.30

3.40
8.20
10.70
9.10

0.60

5.90
2.10
1.40
0.60

15.50
11.50
8,70
7.10

0.50
0.30

7.60
6.70
5.20
3.20

43-0
43-3
43-6
43-12

17.7
10.2
4.9
1.33

120-0
120-3
120-6
120-12

2.7
1.98
1.23
0.52

—
—
—

—
—
—

205-0
205-3
205-6
205-12

1.21
1.02
0.77
0.39

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—

—
—

Total
porosity
microscopic
in vol. %

Total
porosity
computed
in vol. %

Hydraulic
cross
section

3.20
9.40
10.50
13.20

33.26
33.75
31.44
29.50

32.70
34.00
33.70
34.00

448000
260078
133000
73000

12.60
22.70
27.20
28.80

34.60
36.30
37.30
36.50

38.00
38.10
38.60
40.10

74600
34319
27800
19800

38.90
38.30
36.80
38.30

39.60
40.10
41.20
42.20

25000
17798
14200
9800

Pores
30-15 H
in vol. %

Pores
< 15H
in vol. %

13.90
10.90
9.70
8.70

16.90
20.40
21.90
26.40

Od2forallporesizeclasses ( = EOd2).Thistotalwatermovementisagain proportional
to the conductivity. So,a relationship most probably existsbetween the conductivity
and thisfactor S Od2,whichmaybe calledthe 'hydraulic cross section'.
1000000
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F I G . 8. Relationship between hydraulic cross section and hydraulic conductivity of artificial
mixtures of sand and clay, with varying TJ figures and clay contents.

Fig. 8 shows the relationship found for the different samples between the determined microscopic hydraulic cross section and the conductivity. It can be seen from
the figure that there isa closequantitative relationship between the conductivity and
the number and sizeof poreswhich are counted under themicroscope. It also appears
from a comparison of the conductivity of e.g. sample 205-0 (K = 1.2m/d) with that
of 120-6 (K = 1.2m/d) or of the sample 120-12 (K = 0.52 m/d) with that of 205-6
(K = 0.77 m/d), (these samples having a similar hydraulic cross section aswellas a
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similar conductivity) that the clay aggregates have no specific influence on conductivity beyond that oftheir effect onporesize.
Asit appeared now that a quantitative relationship existsbetween the conductivity and the poresizedistribution determined under themicroscope,thequestion arises
whether the conductivity could be also calculated from this pore distribution on the
basis of Poiseuille's law. Such a calculation has been made but the values obtained
were very high. It is probable that the friction in soil capillaries ismuch greater than
in smoother cylindrical capillaries having the same cross section. Further it is also
probable that the 'tortuosity' of the water flow is much greater than -y/2, the value
givenby Carman.

y

IV. T H E C O N D U C T I V I T Y OF N A T U R A L S O I L S

S O M E R E M A R K S ON T H E S O I L S I N V E S T I G A T E D

Most of the samplesand profiles investigated inthis study originated from the Zuiderzee polders; these soilswere deposited under water and are from marine or brackishlacustrine origin.Somemention oftherelativeproportions of clay,silt,organic matter
and calcium carbonate in these soils has already been made in chapter II. These
Zuiderzee polders exhibit the greatest variation of all Dutch marine soils in their
ratios of claycontent tosandfinenessand therefore they offer representative examples
for this study.
The Zuiderzee polders were drained only 30 years ago and the effects of soil formation processess in the classical sense (e.g.podsolization or cementation) are stillof
no importance. The evidence that the deposits have undergone very little change
since they were drained isparticularly clear in the deeper layers. This is also the case
in all Dutch marine soils. It is therefore likely that the conductivity of other Dutch
marine soilswhich tend to have a similar granular composition does not differ to any
largeextent from that of theZuiderzee polders.
Because the Zuiderzee polders were deposited in brackish water, their adsorption
complex contained about 15% exchangeable sodium at the time of draining. Gypsum
wasformed afterwards in the soil (byoxidation of sulphides and reaction with calcium
carbonate) and it can be accepted that the exchangeable sodium at the time of this
study would already have been replaced by calcium or at least would not be present
in sufficient quantities toexerciseaharmful influence on conductivity.

T H E GRANULAR COMPOSITION

In the last chapter it appeared that the conductivity of sandy soils depends on the
composition of the sand fraction, the porosity and the clay content. Allpossible combinations of clay content, porosity and sand composition can be made with artificial
samples but in nature these factors are interrelated with each other to a greater or
lesser extent. To interpret the data obtained from natural soils,it is desirable to deal
beforehand with these interrelations.
Marine soils are transported and deposited by streaming water and the stronger
the stream the bigger the particles transported. Thus every stream of water carries
with it a whole assortment of particles of different sizes,the maximum size of which
is determined by the velocity of the current. As soon as the velocity decreases the
coarseparticles settle down.
Sedimentation circumstances vary in the course of time and so the size of the
particles deposited in any one place differs accordingly. Conditions for sedimentation
can change so much and so irregularly that the particle composition becomes very
unpredictable. Usually, however, this isnot the casein marine and similar sediments;
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sedimentation circumstances tend to fluctuate around a certain equilibrium state.
This is seen from the fact that the composition of most sands is of a Gaussian type:
one of the subtractions being the most frequently met with and the coarser and the
finer subfractions decreasing in importance as they diverge more from this size of
grains.
Thus if one sand is finer than another it does not necessarily mean that a certain
fine fraction appears more in the one case than in the other or that the other subfractions are distributed evenly or arbitrarily, but it does mean that the whole granular
composition is shifted to the finer side. Table 25 shows the granular composition of
6 sands of increasing fineness. These s.ands which belong to the series discussed in
chapter III were obtained from natural sandy soils from which the clay had been
washed out. Some of the finest subfractions were naturally lost in this washing but
this loss was not sufficient to cause radical changes in the sand composition. The
Gaussian distribution of the sand composition of all samples andthe gradual progressiveshifting ofthemain subtraction to theleft hand asthewholecomposition becomes
finer canbe easilyseen from this table.
TABLE 25. Composition of six marine sands increasing in fineness.
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Further analysis of this Gaussian-distribution reveals that the composition of
most marine and similar sands obeys certain laws. In fig. 9 the 'median' value (the
particle diameter which occurs halfway along the accumulative distribution curve) is
plotted against both quartile values (particle diameters which occur respectively at
quarter and three quarters along the accumulative distribution curve) for the 43
sands which are discussed in chaper III. The quartile values of all sands are very
narrowly clustered around thelines drawn.
Clay can also be deposited by the streaming water and, as was already mentioned
several times, this clay is not found in separate particles but in aggregates. Their
'hydraulic value' issuch that their chances of being deposited are of the same order as
those of the finest subfractions of sand. Thus as the current velocity decreases clay
aggregates become deposited together with the finer sand. This means that there
exists a correlation between the clay content and the sand composition. For certain
types of sediments this correlation is very strong as appears from fig. 10 which gives
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the relationship between the clay content and the U figure (this as a measure of the
finenessof sand) of anumber ofsamples deposited in the 'Dollard'.
The relationship between the sand composition and the clay content is unfortunately not alwaysthe same.Perhapsthe sizesofthe clayaggregatesand consequently
theopportunitiesfor sedimentation differ from placetoplaceand a different aggregate
size results naturally in a different relationship between clay content and sand composition. Furthermore, the sedimentation circumstances can alter in the course of
time.If these alterations arelarge,at highvelocitiesof the current,coarsesand can be
brought down and settle afterwards; this leads to another relationship between clay
content and composition of the sand.
The main factor in the variations in this relationship between clay content and
sand composition in connection with the marine deposits under study is, however,
the size of the sand particles available for sedimentation. If the water by means of
which sedimentation takes place contains only very fine sand, then the relationship
between clay content and sand composition will shift more towards a higher proportionofthefinesandthanif coarsersandparticleswerealsoavailablefor sedimentation.
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Regional differences in particle sizeof the sand present in the streaming water are
indeed found in the Dutch marine sedimentation milieu. This,together with the other
reasons, leads to the fact that the relationship between clay content and sand composition is not always found to be the same. Of course, it is impossible to find in
coarser sands a high clay content (at least if the circumstances remained about the
same during the sedimentation process), but it is possible to find both high and low
clay contentsin fine sands.
T H E POROSITY

In considering the relationship between porosity and granular composition the sand
composition and the clay content have to be dealt with separately.To begin with, it
can be stated that porosity could be independent to a certain degree of the particle
sizeof the sand. If one starts with n spherical particles of the samesize (radius r) and
array (for exemple cubical) then the volume of the particles themselves is n 4/3 TC r3
and the total volume occupied by the system is n 8 r3. The porosity is then:
n 8r 3 — n - n r 3
3
= 1— - re and thus independent of the particle size. This applies
n8r3
also to other packings. Even with sands of varied composition in which part of the
smaller particles occur in the spaces between the bigger ones, the porosity could be
independent from the size of the grains, provided the distribution curves of the sands
are similar.
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On the other hand, the number of contact points between the particles per unit
volume is greater for the finer particles than for the coarser, and thus the friction is
increased and also the resistance against close packing. In conductivity determinations carried out for disturbed sandswithout clay,it appears that other circumstances
being equal, the porosity increases as the fineness of the sand increases. Hooghoudt's
results which were obtained in the previously mentioned investigation are very
illuminating ascanbeseenintable26.
TABLE 26. U figure of sand subtractions and porosity by standardized packing in a permeameter
Diameter of sand
subfraction (in mu)

U figure of sand
subfraction

16- 43
4 3 - 74
74-104
104-147
147-208
208-295
295-417

397
180
115
81
57
41
27

Porosity (as part of
total volume)
0.432
0.426
0.403
0.378
0.368
0.364
0.361

As to the relationship between clay content and porosity, the clay particles are
found in aggregates and these aggregates are, in contrast to the sand particles, not
massive but porous. Increase of clay content means to a certain extent replacement
of sandgrainsby clayaggregates and thus anincrease of porosity.
porosity
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Relationship between porosity (as part of total volume) and clay content of recently
drained Zuiderzee soils.

Themagnitude bywhich theporosityincreases due toaddition of clay depends on
two factors: first the amount of clay aggregates stored in the pore spaces present
between the sand particles (especially this is the case in sandy soils) and second the
porosity of the clay aggregates themselves. If the clay aggregates are recently deposited, their structure is veryloose and their porosity is very high. Consequently, the
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porosity of marine sediments recently deposited increases highly with the increase
of clay content (see fig. n ) . After bringing the soilunder cultivation, however, forces
of capillary tension appear, and this leads to loss of water and shrinkage of the loose
structure of the clay aggregates.Thusthe porosity ofthe clayaggregates decreasesand
alsotheir influence onthe total porosity of the soil.Thisprocessisof great importance
to the upper layers but much less to layers lying just above or beneath the ground
water table.
At the same time the undisturbed cores were taken, other rings were also placed
in the field for porosity determinations. A summary of the results obtained is shown
in table 27where the porosity of 39 samplesisclassified according to clay content and
U figure.
TABLE 27. Porosity of39natural marine sandysoils,lyingjust above theground water table, classified
according to clay content and U figure. (Porosity as part of total volume).
U iigure class
% clay class

J

30-60

60-100

100-200

> 5
2.5-5

0.0-2.5

0.37, 0.37,
0.38, 0.38.
0.40, 0.41

> 200

0.53,
0.54,

0.54,
0.59,

0.49, 0.50,
0.52, 0.53, 0.54

0.44,

0.46

0.40,
0.41,
0.41,

0.40,
0.41,

0.42,
0.45,
0.51

0.42,
0.45,

0.38,
0.42,

0.40,
0.42,

0.35,
0.39,
0.45

0.37,
0.42,

0.42,
0.46

0.43.

The porosity of sandy samples appears to increase with the increase of clay
content. Even in sands having very low clay content the clay aggregates are not
totally stored in the pore spaces existing between the sand particles. It appears from
comparing the samples of clay class of 0-2.5% with those of 2.5-5%,that the average
clay content and the porosity are respectively 1.4% and 0.019 higher in the latter
than in the former. From all the data in this table, it can be generally accepted that
the porosity increases with 0.015 per 1% clay.
TABLE 28. Frequency of porosity in natural marine sandy soils, just above the ground water table
calculated on a clay-free basis.
Porosity as part
of total volume
0.32-0.34
0.34-C.36
0.36-0.38
0.38-0.40
0.40-0.42
0.42-0.44

U figure class
30-60
1
2
2

60-100

2
3
1

100-200

> 200

1
3
5
1

2
2

1
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The influence of sand fineness on porosity is small compared with that of clay
content. In table 28the porosities ofsampleswith clay content lessthan 5% are given
whereby per 1% clay the porosity was reduced by 0.015.
The porosity is chiefly important because in pure sands it is positively correlated
with conductivity. However, it is likely that the increase in porosity caused by increase in clay content does not affect conductivity; the pores in the clay aggregates
are so small that they contribute practically nothing to the water movement. Therefore, it is certainly not permissible to calculate the conductivity of natural soils
containing some clay from the Ufigure by the formula given on page 50.
From the figures in table 28 it seems that no definite correlation exists between
porosity and U figure. While the average porosity of sands (calculated on clay- free
basis) for allthe U figure classesis0.38,it isobviousthat some of them rather deviate
from this average.These variations couldbepartly attributed to the different ways in
which sedimentation took place. However, judging from the considerable differences
whichexistedintheporositiesof duplicate samplestaken at very short distances apart,
it couldbe that these differences were to alarge extent accidental.
The following table shows the correlation between porosity and the factor
P3 — or in other wordsbetween porosity and conductivity (calculated).
TABLE 29. Values of the factor —
Porosity
(as part of total volume)
0.34
0.36
0.38
0.40
0.42
0.44

P3
.
.
—with different porosities.
2
(1—P)
(1— p )«
0.09
0.11
0.14
0.18
0.22
0.27

Relative value of
P3
— i - — - ; p 0,38 = 100
(1—P)
64
79
100
128
157
193

It appears from these figures that the porosities of three quarters of the sandy
samples, calculated on a clay-free basis, deviated from the average value of 0.38 by
lessthan 0.02.This difference of 0.02 amounts to a deviation of about 25%in conductivity terms and isof the same order of magnitude as the random deviation. Since it
appeared to bear no relationship to any property of the profile or the composition
of thesoil,itcanprobablybeacceptedasbeingwithinthelimitsof experimental error.*
* After completion of this research some measurements were carried o u t t o estimate t h e
conductivity of older soils of diluvial origin. Though the porosity was rather lower in these soils
(somewhat more than 0.30, calculated on a clay-free basis) the conductivity was, with the same
U figure and clay content, about the same. In a later paragraph it will be shown t h a t t h e formula
of page 50is not applicable t o natural soils and the reason m a y be t h a t t h e influence of porosity on
conductivity of natural soils is less than for pure disturbed sands. I n any case, the results support
the supposition t h a t the porosity can be considered as a factor, playing only a minor role in the
conductivity of natural marine sands.
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T H E SIGNIFICANCE OF PATTERNS OF POROSITY AND OF DISTRIBUTION OF GRANULAR
COMPOSITION IN CONDUCTIVITY INVESTIGATIONS

It appears from the last sections that the composition of marine sands follows a
certain law and thus oneparameter issufficient to characterize thewholesand composition. This parameter can be, as stated earlier, the median or the U figure and indeed
a rather close relationship exists between the two parameters as seen in fig. 12. Thus
it might indeed be possible to develop also a formula for the relationship between
conductivity andmedian. Similarly, a correlation existsbetween the conductivity and
Hazen's effective sizeandit canbe understood nowwhy such aparameter, which isin
itself of little significance, can be useful in a conductivity formula.
medlai and effective s l i e ( l n m u )
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Perhaps the most important fact regarding the relationship between particle size
of sand and the clay content is that the number of possible combinations of the two is
limited and that in natural homogeneous marine soils,coarse sand is never associated
with high clay content.
It appeared from the last section that the porosity, on a clay-free basis,is approximately constant for the sandy soils and the value can be taken as being about 0.38.
Thus it is a little higher than HOOGHOUDT'S value on which he based his calculations
(HOOGHOUDT, 1934). With the increase of clay content the porosity increases, but
this increase is of no importance in questions of conductivity. For this investigation
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where a relationship between theparticle sizeand clay content issought, the porosity
doesnot play a role as a separate factor.
It is also obvious that the formulas, which give the relationship between particle
size and conductivity and in which the porosity is not included separately, can give
good results for certain sands free from clay.

THE AIR CONTENT

•

Artificial samples investigated in the laboratory were freed from air and thus the
influence of air on conductivity was eliminated. Natural soils, however, can contain
air.
IRMAY (1954) developed a formula in which he expressed the effect of air on
conductivity as follows:
Kt
(S - S„)°
K
(i-S.)»
K =
Kx =
S =
S0 =

conductivity of saturated soil,
conductivity of soil containing air,
the part of the pores occupied by water and
the part of the pores occupied by water not contributing to the flow.

If the air content isnot high, theinfluence of the term S0willbe negligible. Assuming
this, the effect of air content present in the soilis as given in table 30 (the calculation
is based on a porosity of 0.40).
TABLE 30. Relationship between air content and hydraulic conductivity (according to IRMAY).
Air content
(in vol. %)

Relative hydraulic conductivity
(K at air content 0 = 100)

0
2
4
6
8
10

100
86
73
61
51
42

From this table it appears that even a small quantity of air can cause effective
reduction in conductivity. Probably, this is analogous to the phenomenon, whereby
a smalladdition of clay in artificial samples of clay and sand effected a great decrease
in conductivity (see table 19); the clay aggregates (or in this case air bubbles) find
their place mainly in the bigger poreswhich contribute most to the water movement.
In analogy with the case of clay additions,it might be concluded that air content does
not exercise the same influence on conductivity for all sands but has a greater effect
in coarser sands.
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In the samples, dealt with in the previous section, the air content was determined
in addition to porosity. It is worthwhile to remember that these samples were taken
mainly from just above the ground water table except in a few instances where the
required sand composition could not be obtained in this region.
From the 43 spots investigated, 35of them wereeither,totally orpractically free
from air (lessthan 2.5% air; the determination isnot very accurate). At least 3of the
other 8weremostprobablytaken at considerableheight abovethegroundwater table
(the ground water table itself was not recorded at the sampling), while the other 4
(the eighth sample will be discussed later)were very low in their Ufigure (thus with
little capillary rise) and were taken 20 cm higher than the air-free samples with the
same U figure.
These results tend to indicate that the air is most probably absent in the investigated soils just above - and also beneath - the ground water table. Thus in the
deeper layers which are the most important for water movement, air should not be
considered as an important factor. Some restrictions, however, have to be added.
The investigated soilswere at most about 20years old. The possibility exists that in
older soils air content could be higher either through evolution from the penetrating
water or if the ground water table had at any time sunk to a very low level, through
replacement of water in the deeper layers by air which remained entrapped. This
might beindicated by the somewhat higheraircontent (4%)foundina spot originating
from a 30 years old polder, though this sample was taken near the ground water
table.
In spite of the tendency indicated by these results that air should not be viewed as
an important factor for the water movement in the field, the fact remains that eight
oftheundisturbed coresintheinvestigated spots contained air; experiments indicated
that this air wasnot expelled during the measurements. The air content of five out of
those eight samples ranged from 4-6%; in two cases it amounted to 8% which, according to table 30, means an approximate reduction of one third to one half of the
conductivity.
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF UNDISTURBED CORES IN VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL
DIRECTION

In the auger hole and drain-discharge methods the determination of conductivity
ismainly carried out in a horizontal direction, but in the field permeameter method it
can be also determined vertically. Therefore to find whether differences in values
exist in both directions,in some layers investigated by the field permeameter method
half of the samples was taken horizontally while the other half was taken vertically.
The results of the measurements in two directions are compared in table 31 and it is
worthwhile to mention that although the spots were chosen with the utmost care,
completely satisfactory spots could not always be found. Therefore, after the measurements, soil cylinders were dried and soil cores were cut in different directions to
get an idea of the extent to which homogenity was lacking or the occurrence of other
irregularities.
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TABLE 31. Ratio ofhorizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity ofundisturbed cores,determined by
the field permeameter method.
K h o r . : K vert.

Number ofspotsfor every class

<0.8

0.8-1.1

1.1-1.4

1.4-1.7

> 1.7

3

4

5

7

4

The horizontal conductivity from 3 sites out of the 23was considerably less than
the vertical (Khor_ : Kvert, = 0.6 till 0.7); in 2 cases this could be attributed to the
occurence of channels of old rootsin the vertical cores. On the other hand, there were
four casesin which K vert was remarkably less than Khot. In one case (Khor : K vert =
1.8) the cores contained some shells lying horizontally in the ground. In 2 cases,
(Khor_ : Kvert, = 5.6 till 6.3) the sand contained one or more very thin but rather
pronounced clay layers; this was already known before placing the cylinders.
In the biggest group,with ratios K hor : K vcrt = 1.4-1.7, the impression got while
inserting the cylinders in the profile, was that the soil was fairly homogeneous.
However after drying the samples, when the structure of the soil can be better ascertained some layering was also observed in the cores of this group; both finer and
coarser layers as well as layers containing somewhat more organic matter occurred.
In the group with Khor_ : K vert = 0.8-1.4 channels of roots and layers were both
absent or their presence was so little that they hardly excercised any influence on
conductivity.
It appears from this study that even the soils considered as homogeneous at first
sight are often layered and in such cases the horizontal conductivity is greater than
thevertical.The horizontalconductivity, however,ismoreimportant thanthevertical
because the water movement in the soilismainlyhorizontal and the clayeylayers are
not sufficiently impermeable or continuous to impede totally water movement or to
require a high pressure head. Fortunately with the auger hole and the drain discharge
methods the conductivity is determined in horizontal direction. As a consequence
of the results of this investigation, the data of the field permeameter method,
determined in vertical direction, have been discarded and discussions in the later
sections are based entirely on conductivity obtainedin a horizontal direction.

CALCULATION OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF NATURAL SANDY SOILS FROM THE
U FIGURE

The conductivity of natural soils,evenwhen the claycontent isverylow, is much less
than that calculated by the formula on.page 50,aswillbe shown later on in this section. A possible explanation could be that in undisturbed cores the particle arrangement ismore unfavourable than indisturbed andto test this the conductivityof some
sandy soils was determined by the laboratory permeameter method in several different ways:
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A. the samples were first homogeneized and then placed in the permeameters in their
natural wet condition. Thereafter they were handled in the normal way (see
page 28);
B. the same except that the samples were firstly dried;
C. the same except that the samples were freed from clay by washing and then dried.
Usually the samples are placed in the permeameters in a dry condition and then
evacuated and saturated. It was doubtful whether air could be eliminated from samples filled in the natural wet condition, but it appeared from checks made after conductivity measurements that in fact all the samples were air-free. The results of the
investigation are shown in table 32. Because the porosity of the samples differed and
the U figure was lowered a bit bywashing,the conductivity is not given in the table
but the ^-factor, calculated from the conductivity, isgiven instead. (The porosity and
air content of the coarsest sample were not determined. In analogy with the resultsof
other samples it could be accepted that this sample was also free from air after
saturation. The porosity was guessed but an error in this estimate would not have
much influence on the results).
TABLE 32. Valueofthefactor [jtin disturbed samples pretreated in different ways and investigated by
the laboratory permeameter method.
U figure of sand and % clay
Way of pretreatment and filling
A. Soil homogeneized and filled in field wet condition
B. Soil dried, homogeneized and filled in a dry condition
C. Soil washed, dried, homogenized and filled in a dry
condition

1

65-2.6

136-2.3

163-2.5

6 x 10*
13 x 10*

6 x 10*
18 x 10*

9 x 10*
17 x 10*

18 x 10*

19 x 10*

20 x 10*

From this table it can be seen that the jx-factor ismuch higher in sands freed from
clay than in the original soilscontaining their natural lowclaycontent. If other conditions are the same, the conductivity of sands freed from clay is about two times as
much as that of natural sands, even when their claycontent isvery low. It is remarkable that drying of the soilhas about the same effect asremoving the clay.
The interpretation of these results for the study of the relationship between clay
content and conductivity willbe dealt within another section;here the discussion will
be limited to the methodical consequences of this investigation. The determination
of the factor ;Ain washed sands or in pure subtractions may be of importance for
calculations and considerations of the relationship between particle size and conductivity.Such a factor, however,cannot be applied inthe calculation of the conductivity
of natural sands, which always contain at least some clay. This conclusion is in opposition to HOOGHOUDT'S, who stated that the factor |x, determined with pure subfractions, alsoholdsfor,thecalculation ofthe conductivityin naturalsands containing
low clay percentages;(HOOGHOUDT, 1934).
From table 32 it can be seen how HOOGHOUDT mistakenly arrived at his conclusion. The factor |iwas determined in pure subtractions and he calculated the conduc-
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tivity of natural sandy soils containing low clay content with this (too high) (i.-factor
and at the same time he determined the conductivity of these samples to check his
calculations. These determinations, however, were carried out, as is usually the case
inlaboratory investigations, in dried soils,but the conductivity under such conditions
is higher than that of natural soils at some depth below the soil surface, which never
dry out completely. Consequently both calculated and determined conductivities were
toohigh but the figures relatively fitted each other because both types have the same
tx-factor.

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF MARINE SOILS, DETERMINED BY THE FIELD PERMEAMETER METHOD

The results of these conductivity determinations are plotted in figure 13. The clay
content is given for every siteand a downward dotted lineindicates that the conductivity could have been higher had the cores not contained air; for the samples with
lessthan 5% clay an upward or downward dotted line can alsomean that the conductivity could have been higher or lower had the porosity approached the normal value.
Finally, for one sample with an abnormally low clay-silt ratio the clay content was
raised somewhat. Fig.13 shows in the first place a line indicating the relationship
between conductivity and U figure for sands free from clay at 0.38 porosity; this line
being calculated from the formula on page 50.
If the relationship between conductivity on the one hand and U figure and clay
content on the other has to be studied, the fact that the range of variations of clay
content is very limited in the coarser sands must be born in mind; rather wide range
of variation in clay content can only be found in fine sands. The clay content ranged
from about \ till 2% in the coarser sands. Within this very limited range of clay
content, it seems to make little difference for conductivity whether this content was
I or 2%. On the other hand the conductivity of the group as a whole (even of the
samples with a very low clay percentage) lies far below that of sands free from clay
(thoroughly washed).
With high conductivities (K > 7 m/d) the determination of conductivity is
rather unreliable. In the range K = 1 to 7 m/d most observation points are rather
closely clustered around the line drawn; two observations (with 2. 4and3.8% clay)
have atoolowconductivity. Thismay be dueto their somewhat higher clay content;
one of the sampleswasmoreover an abnormal one (very high K hor : K vert value).
The clay content ishigher in finer sands; from the results of these sands it is very
obvious,-that a relationship exists between clay content and conductivity. In the
group with about 8-15% clay the conductivity is only a fraction of that in the spots
with about 2J ~ 3 | % clay. In both groups the observations are clustered rather closely
around the line drawn.
.
Furthermore it is easy to see that the curve of the relationship between conductivity and U figure willflatten out as the clay content becomeshigher. At 10% clay the
coarseness of thesand skeleton hardlyexercisesanymoreinfluence onconductivity. It
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F I G . 13. Relationship between U figure, clay content and hydraulic conductivity in natural soils,
determined b y the field permeameter method.
clay-free sand (por. 0.38)
coarse sand, J-2 % clay
fine sand, 2J - 3J % clay
fine sand, 4-7 % clay
fine sand, > 8% clay

should be stressed, however, that the field permeameter method isnot suitable for the
determination of very low conductivities; at these lowconductivities leakage between
the core and the cylinder wall undoubtedly is relatively important. Thus the conductivity resultsgivenin this classhave to be considered asmaximum values.
The conductivities of a number of soils having clay contents between 4 and 7%
lie unmistakebly between both other groups. The variation of conductivity in this
group is small in m/d terms but, taken relatively, is rather large. The figures deviate
so much from those in the other two, that it seems justifiable to draw a further line
through the points.
Figure 13does not, however, offer a direct quantitative insight into the relationship between conductivity, U figure and clay content, because the axes are not linear.
Figure 14which isbetter in this respect, shows the relationship between clay content
and conductivity for different Ufigures. The conductivity isexpressed in a percentage
of the conductivity had the soil been free from clay. The reliability of this figure is
rather questionable and it can only give some qualitative indications of the actual
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relationship. It seems from this figure that the influence of the coarseness of the sand
on the relationship'between clay content and conductivity is relatively small; one
curvemightbedrawnthrough thepoints.Fig. 14isthemostsimpleoneto demonstrate
that the clay content has a great influence in reducing conductivity at all U figures;
at about 10% clay allthe pores areobviously blocked by the clay particles.
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3. sand U 205,mixed in a dry condition with fine clay aggregates (o-J mm)
4. sand U 43-205, kneaded in a wet condition with fine clay aggregates (o-J mm)
5. natural soils.

It is of importance to see fig. 14in the light of the experiments carried out with
artificial samples.Therefore the curve of fig. 14isshown in fig. 15together with those
of some artificial soils, whereby the clay was mixed with sand in different ways.
Comparison, however, is only possible on a limited scale because the specific volume
of the clay aggregates in natural soilsismuch greater than that of artificial mixtures
and consequently also their influence on conductivity. Some conclusions, however,
can be drawn from these figures. The difference between line 1 (sand mixed with
coarse clay aggregates in a dry condition)and line 5 (natural soils)again supports the
conclusion already mentioned that the clayparticles in natural soilsdonot contribute
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much to the building up of the porous soil skeleton as in the case with coarse clay
aggregates, but that they indeed block the pores between the sand. This blockage is
not the maximum possible; when the clay is kneaded with the sand, the detrimental
influence on conductivity is much stronger. Line 4 shows that very small quantities
of clay can already give a great decrease in conductivity.
When the sand particles aremixedin a dry condition with fine clayaggregates, the
U figure has a great influence onthemagnitude of the decrease of conductivity caused
by the clay. With the coarse sand the shape of the curve is concave, indicating that
thebiggestpores (whicharethemostimportant onesforwatermovement) are blocked
first; with the finest sand the pores are more equally blocked. It seems that the influence of the clay on conductivity in natural soils is more or less similar to that in
the coarse sand; the influence of thepresence of clayinsmall amounts isproportionally greater than when it ispresent in larger quantities.
The question arises how to extrapolate line 5 (natural soils) in fig. 15. The curve
could reach the Y-axis at K rel = 100, but the shape suggests also that this is more
likely to happen at a lower value. The latter would mean that an essential difference
exists between natural soils and washed sands, a supposition also borne out by the
fact, that a significant difference could not be detected between samples with § or
2% clay. If this is so - but the reliability of figure 15is far too small for a definitive
conclusion - it could be supposed that natural sands are covered with a voluminous
crust of clayandorganicmatter (deadandalive),wh chtendstoincrease theroughness
of the particles and thus the friction. The fact that conductivity of dried natural
samples approached that ofthewashedsamples,isalsoanindication in this direction;
this phenomenon, however, can alsobe explained in another way (irreversible shrinkage of the clay particles).

r- HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF MARINE SOILS, DETERMINED BY THE AUGER HOLE
AND DRAIN DISCHARGE METHOD

Ashasbeen already mentioned in chapter II it wasnot possible to investigate a wide
variation of U figure and clay content combinations by these methods;it is therefore
meaningless to classify the results obtained according to U figures and clay contents.
It seemsbetter toseewhether theseresultsfitinto the schemeofthefieldpermeameter
results.Theresults,obtained by the auger hole and drain discharge method, are given
in figure 16and 17; in these figures alsothe lines of figure 13areshown. A comparison
between the results of both methods with those of the field permeameter method is
onlypossiblefor two groups of soils;namely soils with U figures ranging from about
55to 90and having lowclay content, and with Ufiguresranging from 200to 300 and
richer in clay.
As to the first group, the conductivities of the auger hole as well as those of the
drain-discharge method are - for the same U figure and clay content - in the same
order of magnitude as those of thefieldpermeameter method. The values of the auger
hole method are narrowly clustered. They seem to be lower than those of the field
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I G. 16. Values of U figure, clay content and hydraulic conductivity, determined b y auger hole
method.
1, 2, 3, 4and 5relationship determined b y field permeameter method (see fig. 13).

permeameter method. The average clay content is indeed somewhat higher (about
2-5%)J but it is not out of the question that the two methods yield a slight different
picture of conductivity. The average value of the drain discharge method is about
the same as that of the field permeameter method. The points show a big variation,
possibly due to the many assumptions and corrections necessary for the calculation
of the conductivity.
In the finer group the results of the three methods are also of the same order of
magnitude. In m/d the differences are often very small; relatively speaking the conductivity, determined by the auger hole and drain discharge methods,isin only some
casesrather higher than that obtained with the same claycontent by the field permeameter method. This might be partly due to the fact, that with these methods the
layers investigated were less homogeneous than with the field permeameter method.
The horizontal conductivity of a combination of more and less permeable layers is
higher than that ofa mixture ofboth, astherelationshipbetween conductivity on the.
onehand and both U figure and clay content onthe other isconcaveinfig. 16and 17.
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T H E RESULTS OF THE FIELD PERMEAMETER, AUGER HOLE AND DRAIN DISCHARGE
METHOD, CONSIDERED TOGETHER

It appears from figures 16 and 17that, generally speaking, there is reasonable agreement between the results of the field permeameter, the auger hole and the drain
discharge method. From this it can be concluded that all three methods are able to
offer at least a fairly reliable impression on the conductivity of marine sandy soils.
Each method hasits advantages and limitations and thebest viewonthe conductivity
of sandy soils can be got, when the results of the three methods are combined. The
broadest picture is given by the field permeameter method, but it is likely that the
values of the two other methods, obtained at some points of the whole range, are
somewhat more reliable. Thus it seems appropriate to start from the curves, obtained
with the field permeameter method, and to gauge them with the results of the auger
hole and drain discharge method. The result isshownin table33.
As seen from the table a relationship exists between the conductivity and the U
figure in natural soils, aswell as in pure sands, and it is obvious that the clay content
excercises a great influence on this relationship. One of the important results of this
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TABLE 33. Hydraulic conductivity of homogeneous natural marine sandy soils lying under or near
the ground water table. (Conductivity in m/d at 10"C).

.

% clay

U-figure
50
60/
80,
100
125)
150
200
300

clay-free

4-2

14
9
5
3.5
2.6
2.0
1.2
0.40

9
6
3
2.0
(1.4)

3

5

>8

(1.0)
0.7
0.5
0.20

0.12
0.08

<0.02
<0.02

study is that the relationship between conductivity, U figure and clay content is
quantitatively fixed. As the table is based on extensive and interrelated data it
probably givesareliablepicture oftheinfluence of claycontent on conductivity.
This does not alter the fact that with the application of this table rather big deviations may be expected, although it is unlikely that they will be as great as the
deviations of the separate points infig. 16and 17suggest. Every point in these figures
relates only to oneobservation. In practice a certain areais always considered and its
average conductivity has to be estimated; this average will be closer to the curves,
drawn in fig. 16and 17than the single observations. However, if this table isused for
estimating conductivity from granular composition, the deviation between the
guessed and the actual conductivity may be about one third or even on occasions one
half.
These deviations may seem big, but it has to be born in mind that the conductivity in this type of soil ranges from about 0.015 till 15m/d; the maximum is about
1000 times bigger than the minimum. In the light of this fact it is certain that the
conductivity can be estimated from U figure and clay content with an accuracy,
sufficiently high to assist in the solution of a number of problems encountered in the
field,particularlyproblemsof drainage.
Different factors were already mentioned as possible reasons for the deviation in
the individual cases: a porosity deviating from the average value and in certain - but
not numerous- casesthe presence of some air. Furthermore the assumption, held till
now, that the clay always occurs between the sand particles in the same way, is certainly not quite true. A part of the clay in marine sandy deposits is present e.g. as
pellets of excrements and the quantity can differ from one case to another. Such
pellets contribute more to the building up of the porous skeleton than to the blockage
ofexisting pores.
Finally it appears from a comparison of the conductivity results in vertical and
horizontal directions that the so-called homogeneous soils are often more or less
layered. As previously stated, the horizontal conductivity of a layered soil is higher
than the conductivity of a homogeneouslayer having the same average composition;
the degree to which the 'homogeneous' soil is layered will accordingly influence the
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conductivity. Particularly in the case of clay layers in a sandy envelop the tendency
will be for the actual conductivity tobe higher than that estimated from the average
composition.
This last consideration gives a warning in applying table 33,the table is explicitly
applicable to marine soilswhich are more orlesshomogeneous. If alternating layersof
varying coarseness or/and clay content are found in the soil, and mixed during the
process of boring, it will not be possible to estimate the conductivity of the profile
from the average composition. Asecond warning is that this table is not applicable to
sandysoilshavingsecondary poreswhich,ifpresent in considerablequantities, disturb
therelationshipbetween conductivity and granular composition.

H Y D R A U L I C C O N D U C T I V I T Y OF M A R I N E S O I L S I N D I S T U R B E D
AND D R I E D CONDITION, D E T E R M I N E D BY
THE LABORATORY PERMEAMETER METHOD

In table 34 the data of 20soils, investigated in two ways, are recorded: A, results of
undisturbed cores carried out by the field permeameter method; B, results of samples
in dried and disturbed condition by thelaboratory permeameter method.
TABLE 34. Hydraulic conductivity (m/d) of samples, investigated as undisturbed cores by the field
permeameter method (A) and in dried and disturbed condition by the laboratory permeameter method (B.)
% clay class
U figure class

<

<80

2--5

2

A

B

10.6
6.8

11.8
8.1

80-120

>

5- •n

A

B

0.4
1.4

3.8
1.8

n

A

B

A

B

0.03

0.3

120-170

1.2

2.3

1.1

1.7

0.3

0.5

> 170

0.4
0.14

0.7
0.5

0.8
0.3
0.1

1.3
0.6
0.7

0.1
0.04
0.11

0.3
0.35
0.6

<0.01
0.01
0.03
<0.01

0.2
0.08
0.4
0.15

It is obvious from this table, that the conductivity of practically all the samples is
higher in disturbed condition. With the coarsest samples, which have also a lower
clay content, the difference is small, but with the finer and more clayey ones, the
conductivity of the disturbed samples is often 10 times higher than that of the
natural soils. Especially with the more clayey soils, aggregates of sand,and clay
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particles are formed when the sample is ground after drying; these aggregates are
much bigger than the clay aggregates originally present in the natural soil. Consequently they do not block the pores, but contribute to the building up of the porous
skeleton.Table 34isaproof,that even for sandy marine soilsthe determination of the
conductivity indriedanddisturbed conditionyieldserroneousresults.

8o
SUMMARY
Hydraulic conductivity is an important property of the soil because, among other
things, it determines the proper spacing of drains. It depends on the size and number
of pores existing in the soil. In the deeper layers of marine sandy sediments which
occurin onegrain structure and donot containbigholes (e.g.cracksor channels made
by roots or soil organisms) these pores arise simply because the sand particles do not
fit together precisely. The coarser the sand particles the bigger the pores and hence
arelationshipexistsbetween theparticlesizeand conductivity.
Clay particles occur mainly as small porous aggregates in marine sandy soils, but
the pores are so small that these aggregates can be considered to be impermeable.
The clay aggregates are situated, to some extent at least, between the sand particles;
thus they block the pores and reduce the conductivity. The extent to which these
pores are blocked therefore depends, among other things, on the clay content. Thus
itisreasonable to expect arelationship between the conductivity on the onehand and
size of the sand particles and clay content on the other. It is important to come to a
better understanding of thisrelationship because it iseasier to determine the granular
composition than conductivity and furthermore suchdata are often already available.
Thus,oncetherelationshipisknown, conductivity couldbededuced from the granular
composition.
Several types of methods can be used in the measurement of conductivity and in
thisstudy determinations were carried out in four different ways:
1. ondisturbed samplesinthelaboratory (fig.4),
2. onundisturbed coresinthe field (fig.5),
3. bythe augerholemethod in the field (fig. 2) and
4. by the drain dischargemethodinthefield (fig.3).
Much attention has been paid to the manner of determining conductivity in
disturbed samplesand although the basicmethod isvery simple,numerous difficulties
have been encountered. A method has been developed in which it was possible to
obtain values of conductivity which remained constant for a considerable time
(table8);at thesametimethismethod allowedameasurement under conditionswhich
corresponded as closely as possible to those in the field. In this method sampleswere
freed from air and fully saturated with water before investigations commenced, and
themeasurements themselvesweremade usinga disinfected dilute salt solution which
wasallowed to passthrough the soilcolumn from bottom to top under alow hydraulic
head.
One of the chief obstacles in obtaining values which remained constant with time
was the evolution of air from the flowing water which blocked the pores of the lowest
part of the soilcolumn. It seemshighly probable that t^is-in any casein sandy soils is really the major factor in the decrease of conductivity with time, often more important than the factors advanced by numerous other workers. In practice this
problem was satisfactorily overcome by measuring only the conductivity of the upper
part ofthe soilcolumn.
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The conductivity determinations which were made using undisturbed samples,
were carried out with a simple field apparatus and without taking any of the above
precautions. Nevertheless, it appeared from comparison with values obtained when
these precautions were taken indeed, that the results could be regarded as being
fairly reliable (table 13). This resulted from the fact that the soils investigated were
sands,virtually air-free, practically at the maximum point of swelling and contained
no large holes. A decrease in conductivity with time was again detected in this case,
probably also due to the evolution of air; this difficulty wasovercome by making the
determinations asquickly aspossible.
The auger hole method and the drain discharge method lend themselves less
readily to methodical investigations, and assessements of their reliability can only
be made by comparing the resultswith those obtained by other methods. It appeared
that calculations of conductivity based on drain discharge measurements involve the
making of several assumptions and the introduction of anumber of corrections so that
the reliabilitywaslowerthan expected.
Particle diameter of the sand and conductivity are related to each other in a
number of different formulas which can be converted to the same basis, the most
suitable formula being chosen according to the results of investigation (p. 50).
Within thisformula, inwhich the conductivity dependson the sand particle diameter
given as specific surface (U, see page 26) and the porosity, an empirical coefficient (^t)
isinvolved, whichhasbeen determined by Hooghoudt for Dutch soils.As Hooghoudt
did not determine this coefficient for sands of mixed composition but only for homogeneous subtractions, it wasthought desirable to redetermine this coefficient for some
soilsofmarine origin,but infact the samevaluewasobtained (p.49).Both Hooghoudt
and the author determined this coefficient for sands which had been freed from clay.
Theinfluence whichthe clayexercisesontherelation between particle sizeof sand
and conductivity was firstly investigated in artificial mixtures. The influence of the
clay content on conductivity depends on the type of clay and the form in which it
occurs,for example montmorillonite decreases conductivity more strongly than illite.
Coarse clay aggregates of illite have little influence on conductivity; they are too big
to block the pores and thus they contribute to the building up of the porous soil
skeleton.
The addition of fine clay aggregates causes a drop in conductivity which is much
lessmarked in finer sandsthan in coarser sands.The curve indicating the relationship
between conductivity and clay content has a definite concave form in the case of
coarser sand but not in the case of the finer sand (fig. 15). Kneading the clay with
sand hasavery considerable influence in decreasing conductivity.
A possible method of elucidating the behaviour of fine clay aggregates in coarser
and finer sand is to make microscope slides of different samples.' It appeared that in
the coarser sand, the bigger poreswhich occur in relatively small numbers but which
are the most important for water movement, are firstly blocked, and that this
blockage can take place even with small amounts of clay. With further additions of
clay a general filling up of the pores takes place; moreover the clay aggregates contribute to the building up of the porous skeleton. Hence the effect of greater amounts
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of clay on conductivity is relatively much less. In finer sands, big pores are rare or
absent;herein,thelast processdominatesfrom the beginning.
I t appeared that there isa quantitative relationship between the number and size
ofporeswhich canbe counted under the microscope onthe onehand and conductivity
on the other (fig. 8).The conductivity values calculated from these counts were, however, found to be much too high and this indicates that various assumptions made in
the wellknown Kozeny/Carman formula (p.20) cannot be regarded as totally correct.
Through these investigations it has been possible to shed more light on the effect
of clay content on conductivity. At the same time it has been found that the clay
aggregates have no specific influence on conductivity other than that of blocking the
pores.
In the study of the relationship between granular composition and conductivity of
natural soilsit is of interest to note that a number of correlations exists between
different properties of the soil. The granular composition of sand obeys a certain distribution pattern and consequently the U figure, the median and Hazen's effective
size are closely linked (fig. 12). It is therefore clear why a parameter such as Hazen's
effective size, which is in itself of little significance, can be useful in a conductivity
formula.
In nature, the clay content and the sand fineness are correlated in the sense that
coarser sand rarely hasa high clay content. In finer sand, however, both lowand high
claycontents occur.
The importance of porosity lies in the fact that conductivity is positively correlated with porosity. Porosity itself increases in the soilwith claycontent on account
of the fact that the clay aggregates themselves are porous, but this is in fact of no
importance in connection with conductivity because the pores in the clay aggregates
are much too small to influence water movement. Thus, conductivity depends only
on the porosity of the sand, after the influence of the clay has been subtracted. This
porosity appeared to be practically constant and thus in field investigations it is not
necessary totakeporosityinto account.
Air israrely encountered with, in appreciable amounts, in the deeper layers which
play the most important role in drainage, and in the soils investigated it can be
accepted that thisfactor had noeffect on conductivity.
It appeared that there is a large difference between the conductivity of samples
from which the clay had been removed and that of samples from natural subsoils
with a low clay content, so that the previously determined coefficient ^ should not be
usedin calculations for natural soils,although thisinfact isthe present practice in the
Netherlands. It seems that this mistake has not been noticed largely because most of
the sampleswhich had a low clay content were studied in a dried condition, and that
inthiscasethe samplesbehave more orlessaspure sands.
Even in the apparently fairly homogeneous marine sands, it frequently appeared
that there was a difference between,the conductivity in the vertical and horizontal
direction, but as the horizontal conductivity is the most important in questions of
water movement, nofurther reference willbemadetovertical conductivity.
In the subsoilofnaturalmarine sandswithalowclaycontent, thereisalso a corre-
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lation between conductivity and U figure (fig. 13); this correlation being similar to,
but at a lower level as that for clay-free sands. The influence of clay in reducing
conductivity is of the same relative order for all U figures. Small amounts of clay
appeared, comparatively speaking, to reduce conductivity considerably more than
larger amounts (fig. 14). The reason is probably the same as in the case of additions
of fine clay aggregatesto coarse sand.
All the results as far mentioned in this summary were obtained with undisturbed
samples. Acomparison waspossible with the results of other methods- viz. the auger
hole method and the drain discharge method - at some points in the spectrum of clay
content and Ufigure. Thiscomparison whichhasnot been sofar carried out on a large
scale appeared on the whole to show satisfactory agreement between the different
methods (fig. 16and 17).
The relationship between conductivity, clay content and U figure obtained from
data collectedwiththehelpof allthese threemethodsisshownin table33.
Finallyit must bepointedout thatdeterminations ofconductivitymadeon disturbed and dried samples give inaccurate results even in the case of sands containing
relativelylittleclay (table34).
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SAMENVATTING
De doorlatendheidvan degrondiseenbelangrijke eigenschap, o.a. omdat bij drainage
de drainafstand in hoge mate afhangt van deze doorlatendheid. De doorlatendheid
wordt bepaald door grootte en aantal van deporien, diein degrond voorkomen. In de
ondergrond van zandige mariene afzettingen, die in eenkorrelstructuur verkeren en
waarin grotere holten (scheuren, gangen van plantaardige en dierlijke oorsprong)
ontbreken, bestaan deze porien uitsluitend uit de ruimten, die ontstaan doordat de
zandkorrels niet geheel aan elkaar sluiten. Naarmate de zandkorrels grover zijn, zijn
ook de tussengelegen ruimten groter en er bestaat dus een verband tussen de korrelgroottevan het zandendedoorlatendheid.
In mariene zandgronden komt de klei voornamelijk voor als kleine poreuze
aggregaten; de porien hierin zijn echter zo klein, dat deze aggregaten als ondoorlatend kunnen wordenbeschouwd.Dekleiaggregaten liggen althansgedeeltelijk tussen
de zandkorrels; zij blokkeren dus porien en verlagen daardoor de doorlatendheid. De
mate, waarin de porien tussen de zandkorrels worden geblokkeerd, hangt o.a. af van
het kleigehalte. Er moet dus een verband bestaan tussen doorlatendheid enerzijds en'
korrelgrootte van het zand en kleigehalte anderzijds. Kennis van dit verband is belangrijk, omdat gegevens over'de granulaire samenstelling vaker beschikbaar zijn of
gemakkelijker verkregen kunnen worden dan die over dedoorlatendheid zelf. Bij kennis van dit verband kan uit de granulaire samenstelling de doorlatendheid van de
grond worden afgeleid.
De doorlatendheid van de grond kan op verschillende manieren worden bepaald.
In dezestudie zijn devolgendemethoden toegepast:
i. inhet laboratorium ingeroerde monsters (fig.4);
2. teveldeinongeroerde monsters (fig. 5);
3. teveldemet behulpvan deboorgatmethode (fig.2);
4. teveldemetbehulpvan afvoermetingen van drainages (fig.3).
Aan de methodiek van de bepaling van de doorlatendheid in geroerde monsters
werd veel aandacht geschonken. De foutenbronnen bij deze, op zich zelf zeer eenvoudige bepalingswijze zijn nl. talrijk. Er werd een methode ontwikkeld, waarbij het
mogelijk was om de doorlatendheid gedurende geruime tijd constant te houden
(tabel 8) en de meting tevens te verrichten onder omstandigheden, die, voor zover
mogelijk, aansluiten aan die te velde. De monsters werden daartoe voor de eigenlijke
bepaling ontlucht en verzadigd met water, er werd gewerkt met een kleine hydraulische gradient en de percolatie geschiedde van beneden naar boven, terwijl voor deze
percolatiezwak zouthoudend gedesinfecteerd waterwerd gebruikt.
Een van degrpte moeilijkheden voor het verkrijgen van waarden, die geruime tijd
constant blijven, bleek de lucht te zijn, die zich uit het percolerende water in het
onderste deel van de permeameters afscheidt en die de porien in het onderste deel
van de grondkolom blokkeert. Deze luchtafscheiding is vermoedelijk meer dan iets
anders verantwoordelijk voor het teruglopen van de doorlatendheid in verloop van
tijd, die talrijke onderzoekers hebben geconstateerd en aan andere factoren geweten.
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Voor dit probleem van de luchtafscheiding werd een bevredigende oplossing gevonden, enweldoor de doorlatendheid alleen in het bovenste deelvan de grondkolom te
meten.
De bepaling van de doorlatendheid in ongeroerde monsters geschiedde met een
eenvoudig veldapparaat, waarbij geen van de hierboven genoemdevoorzorgen waren
genomen. Door de hiermede verkregen resultaten te vergelijken met uitkomsten,
waarbij deze voorzorgsmaatregelen welwaren genomen, bleek dat bij de onderzochte
gronden ook deze resultaten betrouwbaar geacht kunnen worden (tabel 13). Dit was
mede te danken aan het feit, dat de onderzochte gronden zandig waren, in vrijwel
maximale zwellingstoestand verkeerden, luchtvrij waren en geen grotere holten bevatten. Ook bij deze bepalingsmethodiek trad op de duur een daling van de doorlatendheid op,vermoedelijk eveneensdoor afscheiding van lucht;het bezwaar hiervan
werdvoorkomen, door demeting zovlugmogelijk na het aanzetten te verrichten.
Boorgatmethode en drainafvoermethode lenen zich minder voor methodisch
onderzoek; pas uit de onderlinge vergelijking van de resultaten der verschillende
methoden kan hun al dan niet betrouwbaarheid blijken. Wel maakte een bespreking
van de drainafvoermethode het duidelijk, dat voor de berekening van de doorlatendheid uit grondwaterstand en afvoer veelveronderstellingen moetenworden gedaan en
veel correcties aangebracht, hetgeen de betrouwbaarheid der verkregen uitkomsten
niet verhoogt.
Formules, die het verband aangeven tussen de korrelgrootte van het zand en de
doorlatendheid, zijn er vele. Al deze formules kunnen echter tot enkele typen worden
teruggebracht, waarvan aan dehand van enkele onderzoekingen demeest waarschijnlijke werd uitgekozen (biz. 50). In deze formule, waarin de doorlatendheid afhangt
van de korrelgrootte van het zand, uitgedrukt als specifiek oppervlak (U, zie biz. 26
en van de porositeit, komt een empirisch vast te stellen coefficient (n) voor, die voor
Nederlandse gronden al door HOOGHOUDT is bepaald. Daar HOOGHOUDT deze coefficientbepaald hadinhomogenesubfracties, enniet inzanden vangemengde samenstelling, werd het gewenst geacht de grootte van deze coefficient voor de betrokken
gronden opnieuw te bepalen. Er werd echter ongeveer dezelfde waarde gevonden
(biz.49).Het is van belang op te merken, dat zowelHOOGHOUDT als deschrijver deze
coefficient bepaaldeninkleiloosgemaakte zanden.
De invloed, die klei uitoefent op het in bovengenoemde formule aangegeven verband, werd in eerste instantie onderzocht in kunstmatige mengselsvan klei en zand.
Deinvloedvanhetkleigehalteopdedoorlatendheid bleekaftehangenvandeaardvande
kleienvandevorm,waarindezevoorkomt.Montmorillonietverlaagt de doorlatendheid
veelsterker dan illiet. Grove kleiaggregaten van illiet - opwelkekleisoort alle verdere
proeven betrekking hadden - hebben op de doorlatendheid nauwelijks invloed; zij
zijn te groot om deporien te blokkeren, en doen daardoor mee aan de opbouw van het
poreuze bodemskelet. Fijne kleiaggregaten verlaagden de doorlatendheid van fijner
zand veelminder dan van grover zand; bij grover zandwas de curve,diehet verband
tussen doorlatendheid en kleigehalte aangeeft, uitgesproken concaaf, bij fijner zand
niet (fig. 15). Wanneer de klei door het zand wordt gekneed, heeft zij de grootste invloed opde doorlatendheid.
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Het bleek mogelijk het verschillendgedrag van fijne kleiaggregaten in grover en in
fijner zand te verklaren met behulp van de van monsters gemaakte slijpplaatjes. Bij
het grovere zand worden in de eerste plaats de grotere porien, die betrekkelijk gering
in aantal zijn, doch voor de waterbeweging zeer belangrijk, opgevuld; voor deze opvulling is maar weinig klei nodig. Bij toenemend kleigehalte vindt een algemene
opvulling van de resterende porien plaats, terwijl de kleiaggregaten daarnevens meewerkenaan deopbouwvan het poreuzebodemskelet en dan dedoorlatendheid minder
verlagen. Bij het fijnere zand, waar grove porien veelminder voorkomen, isdit proces
reedsbij eengeringekleitoevoeging overheersend.
Er bleek een quantitatief verband te bestaan tussen het door de microscoop waargenomen porienbeeld en de doorlatendheid (fig. 8).Berekening van de doorlatendheid
uit dit microscopische porienbeeld leverde echter te hoge waarden; dit is een bewijs,
dat verschillende aannamen in de bekende formule van KOZENY-CARMAN (biz 20)
voor deberekeningvan de doorlatendheid uit dekorrelgrootte onjuist moeten zijn.
Door deze proeven werd het inzicht in de betekenis van het kleigehalte voor de
doorlatendheid verhoogd; tevens werd gevonden, dat de kleiaggregaten geen specifieke invloed op de doorlatendheid hebben, doch alleen doordat zij porien blokkeren.
Wanneer men het verband tussen granulaire samenstelling en doorlatendheid bij
natuurlijke gronden nagaat, heeft men in de eerste plaats te maken met het feit dat
er een aantal correlaties tussen de verschillende eigenschappen van de grond bestaat.
Zovertoont de granulaire samenstelling van het zand een grote wetmatigheid; alsgevolg daarvan hangen U-cijfer, mediaan en effective size volgens Hazen nauw samen
(fig. 12) en het is daardoor duidelijk, waarom een op zich zelf weinig zinvolle parameter als Hazen's effective size bruikbaar kan zijn voor een doorlatendheidsformule.
Kleigehalte en zandgrofheid zijn in die zin gecorreleerd, dat bij grove zanden geen
hoog kleigehalte voorkomt; bij fijn zand is zowel een hoog als een laag kleigehalte
mogelijk.
De porositeit is voor de doorlatendheid van belang, omdat de doorlatendheid
positief gecorreleerd is met de porositeit. In de grond neemt de porositeit toe met het
kleigehalte, omdat de kleiaggregaten in de grond zelf poreus zijn. Deze toename van
de porositeit bij hoger kleigehalte is voor de doorlatendheid echter van geen belang,
omdat de porien in de kleiaggregaten veel te klein zijn om invloed te hebben op de
waterbeweging. Men heeft voor de waterbeweging uitsluitend te maken met het
poriengehalte van het kleiloos gedachte zand. Dit bleek nagenoeg constant te zijn;
de porositeit is dus geen factor, waarmee men bij het onderzoek te velde rekening
behoeft te houden.
Lucht bleek in de diepere lagen, die voor de waterbeweging bij drainage de belangrijkste zijn, niet voor te komen; bij de onderzochte gronden speelt deze, de doorlatendheid verlagende, factor dusgeen rol.
Er bleek een groot verschil te bestaan tussen de doorlatendheid van kleiloos gemaakte monsters en die van natuurlijke gronden uit de ondergrond met een laag kleigehalte. De hiervoor bepaalde coefficient (x voor de berekening van de doorlatendheid
geldt dus niet voor natuurlijke gronden, hoewel deze daarvoor in Nederland algemeen
wordt gebruikt. Dat op deze fout tot nu toe nooit de aandacht is gevallen bleek te
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berusten op het feit, dat de meeste kleiarme monsters onderzocht worden in gedroogde toestand; gedroogde kleiarme grond gedraagt zich indit opzicht min of meer
alszuiver zand.
Zelfs in de toch op het eerste gezicht tamelijk homogene mariene zanden bleek
herhaaldelijk verschil te bestaan tussen de doorlatendheid in verticale en in horizontale richting.Daarvoor dewaterbeweging de horizontale doorlatendheid de belangrijkste is,hebben dehiernavolgendebeschouwingen daarop betrekking.
Ook bij natuurlijke kleiarme mariene zanden uit de ondergrond bestaat er een
verband tussen doorlatendheid en U-cijfer (fig. 13). Dit verband vertoont verwantschap met dat van kleiloze zanden, doch ligt lager. Met het toenemen van het kleigehalte neemt de doorlatendheid af; de relatieve invloed van het kleigehalte op de
doorlatendheid is bij alle U-cijfers ongeveer van dezelfde orde. Kleine hoeveelheden
kleibleken dedoorlatendheid verhoudingsgewijssterker teverlagen dangrote (fig. 14);
hiervoor moet wel dezelfde verklaring gelden als voor de invloed, die toegevoegde
fijne kleiaggregaten opgroverzand hebben.
Alle tot nu toe besproken resultaten werden verkregen bij het onderzoek van ongeroerde monsters. Opbepaalde plaatsen van het spectrum van kleigehalte en U-cijfer
konden dezeresultaten vergeleken worden met die van deboorgat- en de drainafvoermethode; eenvergelijking, dietot nu toeniet opgrote schaalwasuitgevoerd. De overeenstemming tussen de verschillende methoden bleek in 't algemeen bevredigend
(fig. 16en 17).
Met behulp van het met deze drie methoden verzamelde cijfermateriaal werd een
tabel ontworpen, die het verband tussen doorlatendheid, kleigehalte en U-cijfer aangeeft(tabel33).
'
Ten slotte werd aangetoond, dat zelfs voor tamelijk kleiarme zanden bepaling van
dedoorlatendheid ingeroerde,gedroogdemonstersonjuiste resultaten geeft.
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